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Tribute Ink is a national touring 
exhibition being produced by The 
Royal British Legion and the National 
Memorial Arboretum in partnership with 
the Ministry of Defence and the Armed 
Forces. We take a little preview.

18 MEDICINE MAN
As the world gets ever wiser to not being 
a couch dwelling Netflix potato, the more 
the stereotypical barriers are breaking 
down with regards to who does what. 
None more so than James Crader.

24 MAN OF LETTERS
If you’ve ever doodled your name in the 
margins of a school book, painted band 
logos on your jacket or etched a drunken 
confession somewhere you shouldn’t, then 
you’ll know the appeal of making your 
mark. As does B.J.Betts.

 30 IMPERFECTLY PERFECT
Emil Särelind will be the first to tell you 
that his style isn’t for everyone, but don’t 
turn the page just yet. Yes, his tattoos 
break all the rules but the art school grad 
knows exactly what he’s doing.

36 THE ITALIAN JOB
When a tattoo studio stops being a studio 
and becomes something of a global 
phenomenon in multiple locations, you 
really should pay attention to it. For a 
start, to get away with that kind of that 
kind of thing in an industry renowned 
for being ‘niche’ you had better be good. 
You better be damned good. Enter Alex 
DePase and his many contributions to the 
tattooing world.
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Damien Thorn developed his visual 
language from an up-bringing of un-
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censored comic book violence and gore 
that he would later morph into haunting, 
textural apparitions  reaching from some 
kind of revised Japanese hell. 

62 PANTHERS
Steel Panther doesn’t do anything low-
key. Watch them perform and you’ll be 
treated to plenty of spandex, long hair, 
tattoos, unapologetic humour and a glam 
metal blast from the past. 

68 NEVER ENDING STORY
We take a look at the phenomenon that 
has been Stranger Things and meet a 
couple of artists who just can’t help but 
share the love. 

74 THE DUKE
Dylan Duke learnt his craft at a school for 
realist art, where students are trained in a 
way that echoes the works of past masters.
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This last month or so, I’ve read a cou-
ple of books that got me thinking. 
One is called The Perfume Burned 
His Eyes, the other, Daisy Jones 

and the Six. Perfume is about a teenager that 
moves into an apartment block where one of 
his neighbours is Lou Reed. As the months 
mount up behind them, they form a weird 
as hell relationship in which not a whole lot 
goes according to plan. I guess at its source, 
it’s just a book about the relationship be-
tween a regular kid and a damaged rock star. 
If you’re into trivia, it’s written by the guy 
who played Christopher Moltisanti in The 

S A T U R D A Y  N I G H T 
&  S U N D A Y  M O R N I N G

Sopranos—Michael Imperioli. 
It’s also a book that’s devilishly hard to get 

hold of.
Conversely, Daisy Jones and the Six has 

seen a fair old whack of publicity lately. Writ-
ten by Taylor Jenkins Reid (and coming to a 
small screen near you as a series), I guess it’s 
kind of based on Fleetwood Mac (or some 
similar fall-apart at the seams band) and the 

THE BIGGER PICTURE HERE IS 
THAT TATTOOING STILL HAS SOME 
BADASS STIGMA TO GET RID OF

Punch and Judy Book Club

SION SMITH • EDITOR
editor@skindeep.co.uk

Kel Tait
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S A T U R D A Y  N I G H T 
&  S U N D A Y  M O R N I N G

absolute disfunction within a group of peo-
ple who, even though they were all working 
to the same plan on day one, soon find out 
how fast things change… and also how peo-
ple who lived through the same thing have 
the (dis)ability to remember things in the 
same way.

I read a lot of music books. Most of them 
are like this… some you have to hunt for and 
some you don’t but it struck me how there 
are also books about most sports written in 
the same kind of fiction-but-not-really-fic-
tion fashion. You can say the same about poli-
tics and just about everything else on the face 
of the planet… but not tattooing. Those types 
of books are even out there for the other two 

‘hidden arts’—magic and wrestling. I could 
write a whole lot more on the three ‘hidden 
arts’ but I’ll save that for another time.

Anyway… the question is why not? Why has 
nobody taken on tattooing and turned it into 
a work of authentic ‘personality fiction’. Not 
as a self published book with a crappy pic-
ture of a tattoo on the cover to show what it’s 
about for stupid people—but a proper novel 
with a real story, with real people and the dy-
namics of the relationships in a studio and 
the relationships between artists and clients.

It’s perfect. 
Surely there’s no way nobody has ever not 

approached a publisher with such an idea 
but I could be wrong. I guess there’s a strong 
chance the idea could simply get murdered at 
the door based on preconceived notions pub-
lishers might have about tattooing though.

The bigger picture here is that even though 
tattooing and all we know about it is well 
represented in the world—and it’s officially 
everywhere right now—it still has some ba-
dass stigma to get rid of, and I’m not talking 
bikers and crack dealers either (that ship has 
long been sunk). I’m talking about how a few 
good shows followed by a warhead of utter 
garbage hasn’t helped—I’ll never forgive the 
producers of any of those shows for turning 
something cool into a tin-pot soap opera for 
five year olds. It also has the long trail of shit-
ty tattoos that surface in the papers to shake 
off, but I doubt that will ever get cleaned up 
because it’s an easy target and easy targets is 
what newspapers thrive on.

I could go on but you know where I’m com-

YOU KNOW WHERE I’M COMING 
FROM. YOU CAN’T SAVE THE WORLD 
- JUST YOUR OWN LITTLE CORNER
ing from. You can’t save the world—just your own little corner.

I absolutely see why the super-niche tattooing books are released by 
niche publishers (and long may it continue) but in the last few years 
there’s also been some mainstream attempts at such a thing—some of 
them have even sold in pretty big numbers if my sources are correct.

But this lack of fiction thing bothers me. I would be into it as a read-
er and I’m fussy as hell about books. Life is too short for books you 
need to work hard at. 

Maybe I’ll just do it myself. If there happen to be any publishers 
reading who’d like to do noodles for lunch and discuss, I’m not hard 
to find.

Or maybe people just don’t read anymore, in which case, it’s a good 
thing the mag comes loaded with pretty pictures huh. �

Kel Tait
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T H E  W O M A N  I N  T H E  W O O D S

A few months back now, on a Sat-
urday in May, I grabbed my pad-
dle and willingly sailed my way 
off motherhood island for the day 

(brushed my teeth and straightened my hair 
and wore make-up and EVERYTHING… this 
was kind of a big deal).

This groundbreaking first solo outing with 
myself since giving birth saw me pootle on 
down to Ally Pally and re-enter the realm 
of tattooing by witnessing all that our Great 
British Tattoo Show had to offer. My day-
long voyage into the real world was made all 
the more thrilling as I was given the opportu-
nity to be on the judging panel for our awards 
ceremony on Saturday.

Awards are super exciting. Seeing the ex-
pressions surface on tattooer and tattooed as 
their work is chosen sets the room alight. Being 
at a tattoo convention for just an hour is long 
enough to see how ridiculously hard our art-
ists are working—knowing that a handful get 
to feel next-level accomplishment at the end of 
all the graft gives me a real heart-warming kick.

For those who did win awards that week-
end and have in the past (for anything, not 
just tattooing) nice one, my friends. You did 
good. You bloody deserve it. Go celebrate. 
But for those who didn’t win, who haven’t yet 
been able to put the words ‘award-winning’ 
in their portfolio, for any tattooers and non-
tattooers who have ever been part of the los-
ing gang, I have a few words for you...

Don’t sweat it.
One single competition is just one thing in 

a whole chain of things that will go on to form 
the series known as your life. I know that 
right now you feel like you put all your eggs 
in one basket but... so what? You’ll get more 
eggs. Hell, you might wake up next week and 
decide to smash them all up for good.

Don’t let this one day drag your focus away 
from what you’re doing. Just keep doing it. 
Just keep creating and making and talking 
and moving and smiling. Don’t go home upset. 
Just go and grab a drink with the other human 
beings around you who did or didn’t win, who 
did or didn’t enter. Continue chatting about 
what you do and why you do it, Continue play-
ing. Continue being a part of something.

I can’t sit here and say that competition 
isn’t important—it clearly is, as it wouldn’t 
exist otherwise, in almost every industry 
I can think of (from movies and music to 
sports and science), but that’s not to say 
that losing should in any way de-value what 
you have created, or make you feel any less 
proud of the effort you put in, day in, day out. 
Remind yourself of the other ways in which 
your progress is recognised—the smile on 
your customers’ faces, the people who return 
to be tattooed by you time and time again.

Pick yourself up and tomorrow do it all over 
again—not because you desperately want to 
be on top, but because you love what you do, 
and no trophy will ever encompass that. �

REBECCA GIVENS

Maddie Roberts

This one’s for all the losers

DON’T LET THIS ONE DAY DRAG 
YOUR FOCUS AWAY FROM WHAT 
YOU’RE DOING. JUST KEEP DOING IT
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ALL SUBMISSIONS TO SLEEVE NOTES GRATEFULLY RECEIVED. BE IT NEWS, AN EVENT, NEW MERCH, A STUDIO MOVE... WE'LL 
DO OUR VERY BEST TO LET EVERYBODY ELSE KNOW ABOUT IT TOO. EMAIL: NEWS@SKINDEEP.CO.UK OR IF YOU WANT TO 
BE ARCHAIC ABOUT THE WHOLE AFFAIR: SKIN DEEP, THE OLD SCHOOL, HIGHER KINNERTON, CHESTER CH4 9AJ. BRING IT.

www.facebook.com/tattoomagazinetwitter.com/skindeepmag
SLEEVE NOTES

Tat and Chat is a non-profit charity event set up at 
Tattoo UK Uxbridge for one day in October this year.
On October 11th they will welcome all who are able to 
get down to the studio to get themselves tattooed for a 
fraction of their usual pricing which will ALL go to the 
charity, CALM (Campaign Against Living Miserably).

The Campaign Against Living Miserably is leading a 
movement against male suicide, the single biggest killer 
of men under 45 in the UK.

Not long ago, Alf Rewin, a dear friend to members of 
Tattoo UK tragically took his own life which shocked 
everyone he knew. In his memory, Tattoo UK have de-
cided to set up Tat and Chat.

Their goal? To raise as much money for the cause as 
possible and raise more awareness for something that is 

TAT & CHAT
too common and needs to be addressed more often and 
far more seriously.

The day isn't just about tattoos and raising money. 
The guys at Tattoo UK want to actively encourage visi-
tors and customers to stick around and talk about how 
they're doing. How they feel. The good things and the 
bad. No judgements - just to talk and listen to each other.

It's amazing how just talking about your feelings to a 
complete stranger can help you and help them too - even 
if you don't know it.

October 11th: tattoos, talk and time for you all to be 
heard and to share stories.

TATTOO UK, Unit 1, Swan Wharf, Uxbridge 01895 812112
tattoouxbridge@gmail.com  • facebook.com/tattoouxbridge
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There’s a new show on the scene… and judging by the 
feedback of ‘all the right moves’ they made, it looks like 
it might be around for a good while to come. 27-28 July 
saw the first edition of the Boyne Tattoo Convention 
which took place at the City North Hotel, Gorman-
ston—which is about 25 miles north of Dublin in case 
you were wondering.

The talent list was exciting too: Tobias Agustini flew 
in from Brazil, Federico Galdangelo and Renato Vivoli 
made it from Italy, Mike Stockings was on point, Marek 
Hali from Poland, Michael Cloutier from Quebec, Bar-

bero from Barcelona… the list of fantastic artists (and not 
the usual suspects either) deserves credit alone. 

To get your best look at the work done over the week-
end and the work of the workers who were working 
(yeah, I know… four instances of the word ‘work’ in one 
sentence is a little shoddy but you get the picture) the 
Boyne Convention instagram account is the place to be: 
instagram.com/boynetattoocon. 

Next year is already on the cards… same weekend, same 
venue as far as anybody knows just three weeks after the 
show. Keep your eyes peeled.

BOYNE TATTOO CONVENTION
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Charlie Clift
Photographer
“Diving into the lives of the many forces members and veterans I photographed was an honour. It wasn’t always easy 
hearing the stories these people told, but they were always open and friendly with me. Their stories are important and I 
was eager to do everything I could to help tell them. The project has changed my perception of remembrance completely 
- it doesn’t have to be done in silence on a sombre Sunday, people can remember in a million different ways. Some of the 
people I photographed have run ultra-marathons to commemorate their friends, some have set up charities, many continue 
serving their country with pride. They all remember those they’ve lost nearly every day they live. Getting tattoos of their 
friend’s names inked into their skin has helped many cope with their feelings - now they are with them in everything they do, 
remembered always. I hope my pictures can help honour those who serve and encourage others to remember in new ways.”
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Tribute Ink is a national touring exhibition being produced by 

The Royal British Legion and the National Memorial Arboretum 

in partnership with the Ministry of Defence and the Armed 

Forces. The exhibition and associated engagement campaign 

is designed to encourage learning about remembrance and the 

significance of tattoos in the British Armed Forces… it’s important 

stuff, so we figured we’d pull together a little preview

THE OFFICIAL LINE
“Over the last few months, renowned photographer 
Charlie Clift has been working with serving and ex-
serving personnel at venues across the UK to produce 
a series of visually-striking and emotive images filled 
with narrative and significance. The images, along with 
interpretation, sculptures, AV content and interac-
tives, have now been finalised and we are working with 
exhibition designers Vertigo to produce an engaging, 
high-quality exhibition. The exhibition will open on 13 
September 2019 at the National Memorial Arboretum 
before touring across the country.

“Within our Armed Forces communities, tattoos play 
a key role. Inked onto the skin of soldiers, sailors and air-
men, they are a personal act of Remembrance, a state-
ment of belonging or a record of significant events and 
operational tours. Tattoos act as a permanent reminder 
of the wearer’s experiences, triumphs and losses, and 
commemorate those who have sacrificed for our country.

“Tattoos have a long history in the military and have 
been inscribed on the skin of warriors for thousands of 

years. With this exhibition, we now uncover how tat-
tooing remains an emotional and meaningful act of Re-
membrance alive in our Armed Forces today.”  

THE EXHIBITION
“The exhibition includes 50, brand-new, unique pho-
tographs by Charlie Clift. By working closely with the 
Ministry of Defence and Armed Forces, Clift was able 
to gain unprecedented access to venues and subjects, 
and was able to capture striking images of tattooed 
serving and ex-serving personnel in breath-taking lo-
cations. 

These images are accompanied by intimate, highly-
detailed studio images. The images will be accompa-
nied by a large, scale timeline and four life-size fibre-
glass sculpture decorated with real-life tattoos.”

Over the next few pages, you’ll find a few examples 
(heavily cut down from their original incarnations for 
space purposes) of what you can expect to see in the 
exhibit… and if you’re interested in finding out more, 
head on over here: britishlegion.org.uk/tributeink

Alex Owen
Alexander Owen, Head of Armed Forces Engagement at the Royal British Legion said:
“The sacrifices made in the armed forces, big and small, are ones that come to define you. This is why, for centuries, soldiers, sailors 
and airmen have been moved to tattoo themselves with permanent motifs and messages commemorating their service experience. 
The Royal British Legion’s Tribute Ink exhibition aims to uncover some of the inspiring modern stories of Remembrance living on 
the skin, and in the hearts, of our servicemen and women today. From the most elaborate full body coverage to the tiniest tribute 
to a fallen friend, Tribute Ink aims to offer a glimpse into the comradeship, bravery and sacrifice of our armed forces community.”

TRIBUTE
INK
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CHRIS WARNER
36 years old
RNAS Culdrose, Royal Navy
Works as an aircraft engineer in 
the Fleet Air Arm working on 
the Merlin MK2 Helicopter
Rank: AET (Air Engineer Technician)
Regiment/Corps etc: Air Engineering 
Department, Operational Support 
Team, RNAS Culdrose
Service (from – to): July 
15th 2012 – Present

Overseas Theatre(s)
Chris has done a couple of two-
month deployments to Scotland 
as part of Anti-submarine Warfare. 
Chris has represented the Royal Navy 
in Rugby so has been to Estonia, 
Latvia, France, America as well as 
across the UK as part of the team. 

Why do you think tattoos are a 
good way to commemorate?
“For me, it’s about having something I 
like. For the last 7-8 years I have been 
documenting my life through tattoos. 
They serve as reminders of the difficult 
times. It’s a good way to pay tribute to 
certain things and events in your life. 
In moments of reflection, I can look 
at my tattoos and they help me with 
my mindset. You might be having a 
bad day but when you see them and 
they remind you of a bad period of 
your life, you realise it’s just a bad day 
and you will get through it because 
you’ve come through worse times.” 

What do you think of the Legion using 
this a way to redefine Remembrance? 
“I’m a big advocate for the Legion and 
what it does. I never realised how much 
the charity does until I started serving 
in the Armed Forces. The support they 
provide is invaluable and I just wish 
more people were aware of what they 
do. When it comes to Remembrance, 
nobody else does it better.”
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DANI CUMMINGS
29 years old
Location: HMS St Albans (Portsmouth)
Current occupation: Works in Logistic 
Supply Chain in the Royal Navy, 
working with ammunition and general 
stocks on board HMS St Albans
Service: Royal Navy
Rank:  Leading Hand
Regiment/Corps etc: HMS St 
Albans (Since February 2019)
Medals/Honours: Afghanistan 
Medal/ Good Conduct Medals
Specific role(s): Logistics Supply Chain
Service (from – to): April 2007- present

“The swallow and anchor that is on 
my back, I designed whilst out in 
Afghanistan on my 21st birthday on 
Herrick 13, these were to symbolise 
being away for a big birthday and 
to always remember where I had 
been - an anchor to ground me.” 

“The tattoo of the saying smooth sea 
never made a skilled sailor, I had after 
a deployment in Bahrain where I 
had been bullied and generally 
not had the best experience 
and it was to remind me that 
no matter how tough, I will 
always come out better.”

Why did you want to get 
involved with this exhibition?
“I want to leave something 
behind for my family, my son. 
Lots of people have tattoos and 
it’s important to talk about the 
meanings behind them. I took 
a lot of thought over mine. 

Why do you think tattoos are a 
good way to commemorate?
“It’s a lasting reminder 
of things in your life. It’s 
always going to be there”

What do you think of the 
Legion using this a way to 
redefine Remembrance? 
“It’s a good idea and it shows that 
there are other ways to remember.”



SAM BAILEY
27 years Old
Current occupation:  Currently Serving
Service Connection: British Army
Rank: Corporal
Regiment/Corps etc: Parachute 
Regiment, 16 Air Assault
Medals/Honours: OP HERRICK (Afghanistan)
Specific role(s): Section Commander 
of a Rifle Company
Service (from – to): 03/05/2009 - Present

Sam has a Pegasus tattoo on his leg, which he had 
done in 2018. Bellerophon, one of Greek mythology’s 
greatest heroes, rides the winged-horse Pegasus. 
This was an iconic symbol of the Paras in the Second 
World War and, after being authorised by Churchill, 
has been worn on the sleeves of paratroopers from 
Arnhem to Goose Green. When it was reintroduced 
in 2015, Bailey got a tattoo of Bellerophon and 
Pegasus, linking himself to his Airborne ancestors.

“I’m hugely proud of the historical significance of 
the Pegasus. People may spot it and think it’s just 
a horse but when they realise what it stands for, I 
am so proud of what it represents. I am proud of 
what I do and who I’m doing with. Serving in the 
parachute regiment is a huge part of my life”

“The Pegasus is probably my favourite because 
of what it symbolises. It shows the huge 
historical significance of what the regiment 
went through in WW2. I’m proud of the history 
and I like the fact it’s got a strong meaning 
behind it. I’m proud of what it means.”

Why do you think tattoos are a 
good way to commemorate?
“I think it shows if someone is willing to invest a lot 
of money in getting them done and spend a few 
hundred pounds to have something inked onto 
them permanently for the rest of their lives, then 
that shows just how important it is to them.”

What do you think of the Legion using 
this a way to redefine Remembrance? 
“I think it’s a great way to mark commemoration 
in a different way. I have a row of poppies as part 
of my tattoos and that’s to show my respect to 
fallen comrades. There are hidden meanings there. 
If tattoos can be used as a way of showcasing the 
act of remembrance to younger generations, then 
that’s really good. It’s important we do that.”



The UK’s favourite 
tattoo magazine is
available on iPad,

iPhone and Android 
devices

www.skindeep.co.uk

CHOOSE YOUR WEAPON

Skin Deep is available on iPad, iPhone, Kindle Fire and a mix of other Android devices.*
* To see if your Android device is compatible with the app, download the free issue.
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As the world gets ever wiser to not being a couch dwelling Netflix 

potato, the more the stereotypical barriers are breaking down with 

regards to who does what. None more so than James Crader perhaps 

—who has some timely advice for artists out there who are feeling 

the pain of the way tattooers shape their bodies in order to work…

EvolvedBodyStudio.com •  @james_crader

MEDICINE 
MAN
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“I didn’t get my first tattoo until I was 
almost thirty. I’m so glad I waited. I’m sure 
it would have been great work, but I had 
some really bad ideas of what I wanted 
and thought of as body art. My first tattoo 
was a half sleeve of orchids. I’ve been 
interested in botany since I was a kid. 
My great aunt raised orchids and I would 
spend hours in her greenhouse just looking 
at them. Alycia Harr, from Classic Tattoo 
in Nevada City, did that first piece and my 
other large thigh piece. 

“The relationship I like to have with artists 
is the ability to give them a few inspiration 
pieces to work from, talk about some 
details, and then let them do what they 
do best. I trust Alycia. Plus we get into the 
weirdest and greatest conversations ever! 
A couple years ago she created a Momento 
Mori piece on my thigh in remembrance of 
my Dad who’d recently passed away. I also 
have a tattoo of my dog, Little Dude, on 
my arm done by Tanya Martin of Rose Gold 
Tattoo, and a chest piece by Little Hawk 
out of Pacific Northwest. 

“Most of my larger pieces have been 
done by female artists. I think that feminine 
artistic energy on a masculine body is 
really interesting. I have some smaller hand 
and leg pieces by male artists, but I seem 
to turn to females for the larger work. I’d 
love to get a classical etching piece done 
on my arm, something very anatomical 
and DaVinci looking, but next I’m looking 
to add some black and grey botanical 
work to my chest piece.”

Regardless of what the poet Philip Larkin might have told you, there 
were times when our parents did get it right.

Like in the case of a young James Crader, graduating from college with a de-
gree in Interpersonal Communications and a minor in Comparative Religion, 
not having a clue who or what he wanted to be in life—but good ol’ Mom had 
him pegged. 

“She never saw me as a sit-behind-a-desk type and suggested I be a Yoga 
Teacher or something,” he tells me. “So I did. I did that for a number of years 
and also studied Traditional Thai Massage. I thought I would work exclusively 
with upper echelon athletes mixing up and offering those modalities, and I did 
that for a while.” 

Until, that was, he was pointed in a slightly different direction. This time 
it was his then-boyfriend-now-husband picking up the baton from Mom and 
running with it. 

“He suggested I try out this Pilates Mat Class at the local gym. He said a lot 
of guys were attending the class and he thought I’d like it. Long story short I 
made friends with the teacher and ended up at a weekend long Pilates train-
ing course shortly thereafter. At the training I was scouted by the hosting gym 
and ended up scheduled to teach seven Pilates classes a week by the time the 
weekend was over.” 

The new cap fitted, James taking to this new discipline like the proverbial 
duck to water. 

“About a year later I decided to jump all in and signed up for a comprehen-
sive Pilates course—twelve months of training on all the studio equipment, 
plus practice and observation hours, and a full test out. I realised the first 
weekend of that training that there was far more I didn’t know than I did. Ten 
years, two comprehensive trainings, dozens and dozens of workshops and 
mentorships, and hours of exploration and study later, here I am.”     

Today, James runs his own studio, Evolved Body, in Sacramento, Califor-
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nia. He’s written extensively about the benefits of Pilates 
in numerous blogs as well as Pilates Style Magazine. He 
co-hosts the Thinking Pilates podcast and was featured 
in the documentary, A Movement of Movement. “My ca-
reer has been a mix of a lot of hard work, sensing ‘the right 
time’ and saying YES to things that felt good,” he tells me 
with a smile.

So what is Pilates exactly?
“I think what surprises a lot of people is finding out that 

there was an actual Mr. Joseph Pilates who invented (or 

at least curated) all the exercises and developed all the 
equipment we use throughout the method,” James ex-
plains. “The second point of interest is that it is a method. 
The exercises weren’t conceived to be selectively dabbled 
with haphazardly, but rather, when practiced regularly 
and thoughtfully, help guide practitioners to a deeper 
level of body knowledge while helping them to become 
more physically fit. Also, the Pilates method is nearly 100 
years old. It had a resurgence in the Nineties, but Mr. Pi-
lates was working on his repertoire before World War I.” 

The third point of interest, for me at least, concerns the 
essence of what Pilates is. I’ve always been confused as to 
the mystical or spiritual nature of Pilates, compared with 
something like, say, Yoga—or ‘Hindu Gymnastics’ as one 
of my teachers once described it to me. It seems, with Pi-
lates, there isn’t a concise answer to that question. 

“Even in our industry there’s tension felt when ques-
tioning if Pilates is ‘just an exercise’ or a spiritual practice,” 
James tells me. “I think it depends on what we consider a 
spiritual practice to be. If it’s lighting incense, ruminating 
on crystals and channelling guides (all of which are awe-
some if that’s your jam) then I guess if Pilates is or is not a 
spiritual practice would depend upon the user. If a spirit-
ual practice has more to do with growing to know yourself, 
exploring your value systems about the body and beyond, 



getting curious about your environment and nature and 
how you move through it, and working toward a greater 
sense of autonomy and discernment … then yeah … Pilates 
is most certainly a spiritual practice.”

One of the things James often talks about is how he 
doesn’t see himself as the typical Pilates teacher. In one 
sense, it’s about being male in a predominantly female 
driven industry, James telling me how a recent survey 
showed that as much as ninety five percent of instruc-
tors are women. “I reached scarce unicorn status just by 
being a dude that teaches Pilates,” he laughs. But there’s 
more to it than just the gender thing. “Most of the male 
teachers have come to the field after leaving a career in 
dance, or have added it to their physiotherapy career, or 
found the profession after an injury,” he goes on to say. 
“None of those are true for me. I’m also a giant by Pilates 
standards. At almost 6’2” and 230 lbs, I’m more physical-
ly suited for a CrossFit Box than a Pilates Studio. About 
eight facial piercings, a scruffy beard, and some ink have 
never led a Lululemon employee to inquire what clean 
cut Yoga/ Pilates studio I teach at.” 

James’ attitude to that, however, is one that should reso-
nate with just about every Skin Deep reader out there—
many of whom, no doubt, are sporting a wealth of ink un-
der all kinds of collars and uniforms. For James, it’s not 
about the ink or the body piercings or what the scales read. 
“It’s more about how I feel before and after my practice.”

Looking ahead, James is taking a leaf out of Alice 
Cooper’s book when it comes to how long he’s going to do 
this teacher thing for—with just a hint of Keith Richards 
thrown in for good measure. 

“The goal is to stay active and able until I have no more 
life to live. Along the way I plan to enjoy the feels and 
freedom a healthy movement practice affords me. 

“All the while holding a beer in one hand and a cookie in 
the other,” he adds with a smile. �

James shares a few simple exercises here that a tattoo 
artist can do to address whole body wellness before/
during/after ink sessions:
1) Eyes: Soften your gaze and look at the farthest distanced 
object in the room or better yet outside. Can it come into 
focus? Then, while looking forward, begin to shift your 
vision peripherally as if to see both the right and left walls 
simultaneously. Allow the gaze to soften.
2) Breathing: Use a box-breath style of breathing to calm 
the nervous system, and ease chronic pain and anxiety. 
Inhale to a count of 4. Hold your breath for a count of 4. 
Exhale to a count of 4. Hold your breath for a count of 4. 
Repeat 10 times. 
3) Hands: Using a tattoo machine requires a lot of grip, 
which we call hand flexion. Counter the effects of hand/
wrist/elbow pain by practicing hand extension, or the 
opposite of grip. Imagine you have water on your hands 
and begin to flick the water off your hands (rather than 
shake your wrists) transforming from a closed fist to a 
wide flat surface reminiscent of holding up ten fingers to 
show you are ten years old. The quicker you can do this the 
better. Try it a dozen times in a row.
4) Whole Body: Try a deep wall squat. Most of us are 
familiar with gym style wall squats where you hold yourself 
up against a wall as if you were in an imaginary chair. This 
isn’t that! Instead stand with your back and head against a 
wall and your feet a little wider than your body and about 
one foot distance from the wall. You may need to modify 
this placement according to anatomy. Then just slide down 
the wall into the deepest squat you can. One in which your 
pelvis is lower than your knees and as close to the ground 
as possible without touching the ground. It will probably 
feel more “rested” than “active” however it’ll most likely 
feel like an immense stretch in the legs, feet, and back. 
Attempt to keep your head / shoulders / tailbone close to 
the wall. To exit the movement just slide down the wall to 
rest. Once you’re comfortable with a deep squat you can 
do them anywhere you like. They’re highly nourishing for 
the whole body.
5) Reset the System: The body loves twists and spirals. 
Stand up with your feet as wide as your body. Begin to 
twist and spin to the right and then the left. Imagine you’re 
a kid doing it for fun. Let your arms swing. Can you do it 
from your ankle joints? How about your hip joints? From 
your low spine? Shoulders? Eye gaze? Allow yourself to 
enjoy the rhythm. Strangely this is a good one to do for 
relaxation and energy.
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A D V E R T I S E M E N T

VEGAN STUDIOS
The vegan lifestyle is becoming increasingly important to tattooing as each month goes 

by. With many of our readers, tattooers and house staff being committed to it—and the 

internet not particularly being much help when it comes to finding a great studio you can 

count on—it would be remiss of us not to step in and provide some kind of road map. 

What you’ll find on this advertising page are studios we have looked carefully at, 

where those needs will be catered for by artists and studio owners who care about 

the necessary requirements to be sure you’re living exactly the life you want to. 

Hopefully, the simple concepts behind vegan tattooing will expand at an exponential 

level until it becomes the norm because there’s no reason for it not to be that way. 

#DoingWhatWeCan
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If you’ve ever doodled your name in the margins 

of a school book, painted band logos on your 

jacket, sprayed your tag bold and big, or etched 

a drunken confession somewhere you shouldn’t, 

then you’ll know the appeal of making your mark

The Graphic Art of 
Tattoo Lettering
Focussing on tattoo 
lettering, this visually-
led guide looks at 
designing and realising 
hand-drawn letterforms 
in five of the most 
commonly used styles. 
Each chapter provides 
an accessible overview 
to the key style, its 
history, complexities 
and sub-styles. Expert 
commentaries offer 
insight alongside 
practical, how-to advice. 
But this is more than 
just a technical manual, 
it’s a celebration of 
tattoo lettering, and 
an exploration of its 
place in the wider art 
and design world—
from scrimshaw 
to sign-making.

“The Graphic Art of 
Tattoo Lettering” (ISBN: 
9780500241530) 
by B.J. Betts and 
Nick Schonberger is 
published by Thames & 
Hudson. Priced £19.95, 
the hardback volume 
features 272-pages of 
advice alongside 350 
photos and artworks 
and artist galleries.

A MAN OF
LETTERS

This September, a new book by B.J. 
Betts and Nick Schonberger, takes 
fans of the written word on a tour of 
the whys, whens, and hows of one of 

tattoo’s most under-appreciated arts: lettering. 
“The Graphic Art of Tattoo Lettering ” is 

more than just in an incredible how-to book, 
it’s a labour of love that’s been years in the 
making. B.J:

“The idea started a few years ago. It just 

seemed there was no real guide or compen-
dium that really focused on the graphic side 
of tattoo lettering, the history surrounding it, 
and its practical uses. Lettering is such an in-
tegral part of tattooing and has become such a 
popular style of tattooing globally, that I want-
ed to give artists and fans some insight on, not 
only what to look for, but different styles of 
lettering to consider.”

Lettering is all around us: on billboards, in 
newspaper headlines, on leaflets, tickets, and 
cereal packets. And it’s so ubiquitous that we 
tend to take it for granted, not only the in-
credible variety of fonts and typefaces avail-
able, but the skills involved. It’s no mean feat 
to produce lettering that’s pleasing to the eye, 
legible, and memorable—but good graphic art 
does more than that. The right typeface can 
send social signals, evoke a sense of belonging, 
or express feelings of faith, love, and loss.

In his Introduction to B.J.’s book Andy Cruz, 
co-director of the Delaware-based type foundry, 

By Paula Hammond
B.J portrait—Thanks to Cianna Betts.
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House Industries, says that lettering in the hands of a tattooist is a form of “corpo-
real alchemy” in which line, colour, negative space, and the juxtaposition between 
words and image, merge to create something new and magical. He’s not wrong. 

It wasn’t aways the case. 19th Century tattoos arguably used text in much 
the same way as cartoonists use speech bubbles—as explanatory add-ons to an 
image. By the 20th Century, lettering began to blossom, with tattooists taking 
inspiration from the worlds of printing, type and graphic design. Today, letter-
ing is increasingly seen as art form in its own right and, like all art, it’s a mercu-
rial thing, changing and evolving so quickly that it’s rarely the product of any 
single culture or fashion. It borrows and blends forms from everywhere.

Typographic Tattoos
B.J. Betts is widely regarded as the king of typographic tattoos. “The B.J. Betts 
Lettering Book” was the first of its kind and one of the most comprehensive and 
influential guides on the market. B.J.’s now written five books on the subject 
and he remains passionate about passing on his knowledge to fellow creatives. 

It’s clear that tattoo lettering presents challenges that images don’t. Allowing 
time to create the design is, of course, important but the font is vital. Whether 
you’re working with images or just text, the lettering must always help tell the 

Five of a Kind
Traditional or ‘pike’ style, was named 
after the Pike Amusement Park area 
in Long Beach where the use of bold 
clean, almost cartoony lines, and sharp, 
full shading was first codified. 

West Coast refers to Southern California’s 
black-and-grey style, which blends 
gang writing with religious iconography. 
Often called fine line, West Coast 
strives for realism and tells the wearer’s 
stories with prideful panache.

Fancy Script varies from straight 
cursive to fantastical, highly-augmented 
and filigreed letters, but the focus 
is always emotion and flair.

New School has its emphasis on organic 
shapes and the creative distortion 
of lettering, allowing for larger, more 
dramatic, solely graphic pieces.

Calligraphic lettering is perhaps the 
ultimate expression of type as art. While 
other styles focus on regularly, legibility, 
and balance, with Calligraphic lettering, 
the words themselves form the basis 
for striking designs where the text is 
secondary to the overall visual effect. 
Words, effectively, become images.

Lettering in the hands 
of a tattooist is a form 
of “corporeal alchemy” 
in which line, colour, 
negative space, and the 
juxtaposition between 
words and image, merge 
to create something 
new and magical
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story. “The font”, B.J. comments, “needs to give the reader 
(and wearer) that feel of what that word or phrase is trying 
to convey. The choice of the style or font will really dictate 
the entire feel of the design.”

In B.J.’s new book he breaks down the art of lettering 
into five fundamental styles—Traditional, West Coast, 
Fancy Script, New School, and Calligraphic.

Each of these styles has their fans, and their uses, but 
B.J. himself remains enamoured of the more pen-and-ink 
lettering forms. “I really do love looking at older, hand-
written letters and enjoy the penmanship that seems to 
be lost these days”, he says. “Just looking at the different 
strokes, styles, and the feeling and emotion that goes into 
a well-done, hand-written thank you note, speaks vol-
umes on how important that was years and years ago.”

However, whatever type you choose to work with, if 
you’re hand-lettering as B.J. does, one thing never chang-
es: practice and perseverance pays off.

“I definitely started, and still do usually, with an initial 

sketch on paper to try and get some ideas worked out be-
fore it's permanent. There's no eraser on the end of the 
tattoo machine, so this should be all sorted out before-
hand. Thankfully, I had a pretty good background in ty-
pography and was familiar with lettering forms and struc-
ture—so not that many mistakes. When I do see some 
lettering that seems to be off a little, or when I'm asked 
to critique someone else's lettering (which I'm honoured 
to do by the way), I generally tell the artist to really study 
some lettering and how lettering is constructed. There's 
a reason that a capital letter A had three lines. Use that as 
a base and build from there. Also, consistency is the key 
to a successful design. Do some homework and not only 
know which side of the lettering should have thicker side 
or stroke, but why it should. All these things help out.”

Throwing Out The Rule Book
There used to be rules about what sort of lettering would 
go where but, thanks to social media, we’re continually 
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being exposed to new art, ideas, and possibilities. And 
all that creativity naturally finds its way into the tattoo 
studio—pushing the boundaries of what’s acceptable and 
what isn’t. So much so, that it can sometimes seem like 
the tattoo rule book has been thrown out entirely. 

“I do think that's true”, B.J. says. “I think, we’ve all been 
exposed to so many amazing artists… people are explor-
ing so many different lettering possibilities— things that 
in the past we might have thought wouldn’t work. With 
that being said, there are lettering combinations that 
just aren't visually appealing. I always tell people to get 

a second opinion or another set of eyes on the artwork. 
I like mixing up different fonts and lettering styles, but 
if it starts to get away from the initial feel of the word or 
phrase, reel it in a little and dial it back. Also, don't for-
get to get the client's opinion since they're the one that is 
trusting you with this forever.”

Tattoo wearers can literally go online and design their 
own fonts and many tattooists have a signature, freehand 
type style. But even with so much choice, some styles are 
hot, while others quickly fall out of fashion. Are there any 
trends that B.J. thinks are going to be classics? Or any that 

Lettering is such a subjective thing, and everybody has something 
they feel they need to say or express
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he thinks are just too gimmicky to last the test of time? 
“For me”, B.J. remarks, “the classics will always be the 

Old English (Black Letter) style, cursive (script), and the 
single-stroke tattoo style of lettering. Lettering is such a 
subjective thing, and everybody has something they feel 
they need to say or express. I honestly love seeing all the 
extra flourishes and love looking at an extremely well-
crafted lettering tattoo. When the design starts getting a 
little too crazy, it becomes more of a piece of art and takes 
on a whole new character, which I also thoroughly enjoy 
looking at as well. But, clarity and legibility will always 
win, in my opinion.” 

All tattooists have to make judgement calls. Things 
they won’t work on: images that aren’t appropriate or the 

client will regret. Lettering isn’t perhaps as immediate as 
a visual image, but words have the power to offend. Would 
B.J. ink profanity? 

“I generally won't, to be honest. Just isn't for me. I've 
done a few words here and there, but tried to make it 
tasteful if that's even possible! Like, tasteful profanity? 
Haha! But doing a ‘bad’ word in beautiful script can still 
be work of art.” �
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Emil Särelind will be the first to tell you that his style isn’t 

for everyone, but don’t turn the page just yet. Yes, his 

tattoos break all the rules—there are wobbly lines, childlike 

characters and misspelled words—but the art school grad 

knows exactly what he’s doing. The work isn’t traditional, but 

it is clean and solid. Each tattoo is designed with purpose 

and humour and is, simply put, imperfectly perfect. 

Swedish artist Emil Särelind has heard it 
all. Despite the fact that he’s a graduate of 
Stockholm’s Konstfack University of Arts, 
Crafts and Design and that he’s spent years 

perfecting his signature aesthetic, Särelind has had 
to deal with plenty of online haters. “I believe I’ve 
heard it all,” he says before listing off a slew of ex-
amples, including, “It looks like a child did this! How 
can this be art? I don’t understand, it’s awful! I can 
tattoo this myself! Disgusting hipster shit! People 
actually pay for this? No talent! Scratcher! You are 
destroying tattoo culture!”

And yet, he hasn’t let any of it phase him. “When 
I started, I was making more old school stuff—bold 
lines, solid shading and a few colours—but  even 
then I was drawn to more experimental stuff,” he ex-
plains. “I’ve gradually grown and become more con-
fident in what I want to do” and now, he’s owning his 
work’s unique look. 

“I think that it’s easy as a tattooer to focus too much 
on technique and that you may miss many other quali-
ties and aspects of what makes a good tattoo,” he ar-
gues, adding, “I try to focus mostly on expression. I love 

when tattoos give away infor-
mation about the person that 
made it. I don’t like when it 
looks like a robot created it 
or when it looks bought from 
Ikea. I have the same feeling 
towards jewellery, ceram-
ics, illustrations and crafts in 
general. Weird shading, wob-
bly lines and blowouts are 
not always a bad thing.”

Nor are they a sign of an 
amateur artist. Särelind’s 
designs are always solid and 
clean, although he doesn’t 
necessarily agree with that observation. “I think clean 
and simple stuff is always hard to do in general, but I 
wouldn’t say that my stuff is always simple or clean,” 
he laughs. “Or maybe it’s simple, but not that clean!” 

Clean or not, what matters most to Särelind is be-
ing able to “create a certain expression. Sometimes it 
works out straight away and sometimes I try to draw 
it 50 times and it still doesn’t work. The best feeling W
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is when it comes out of nowhere and all of a sudden I can draw without using 
my brain and spontaneously just do stuff without questioning anything.” 

As for those spelling mistakes and whether they’re intentional or not, he 
laughs, “Whatt misspakes?”  

Frog Wizards And Jewels 
The humour in Särelind’s work is undeniable and it’s in perfect sync with his 
personality. Asked to describe his work, he laughs, “I would say that my style is 
pretty serious stuff involving dead animals, intellectual fruits and laughs from 
a child with a big green belly.”

It’s fitting then that his love for tattoos began with... a frog in a hat. “My 
grandmother had a tattoo of a frog with a wizard’s hat on her arm and I re-
member looking at it when I was a kid,” he recalls. “I was somehow both fas-
cinated, scared and jealous—it was a weird mix of emotions for a small, un-
spoiled child.”

Then, around the age of 12, he attended his first music festival and that was 
it. That was the moment when he decided he wanted to tattoo. “But it took me 

Emil Särelind On… Stockholm’s Tattoo Scene
“Tattooing in Stockholm is pretty big 
right now and I would say that styles and 
trends are bound to socioeconomic class 
and culture. I think that there are many 
different parallel styles and it’s hard to say 
anything super specific, but, speaking for 
myself and what I do, I would say [there’s 
a lot of demand for] animals and text.”

I LOVE WHEN TATTOOS GIVE AWAY INFORMATION 
ABOUT THE PERSON THAT MADE IT
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around 12 years more to build up the courage to start,” he 
admits. “I was interested in tattoos before Instagram and 
social media, so finding tattooers and stuff that you liked 
was a lot harder back then,” he notes. “I remember hav-
ing a lot of different ideas that could be good tattoos and 
I tried to explain some of the ideas to random tattooers, 
but it never really worked, so I figured I needed to do it 
myself.”

“I first painted a lot of classic tattoo flash because eve-
rybody in the community told me it was a good thing to 
do,” he continues. “I walked around to different shops, 
showing my flash sheets. I was really scared about what 
they would say, but, to my surprise, most people liked 
them. Even the most macho tattooer told me they were 
cool and wanted to trade them with me.”

Which makes what happened next all the more sur-
prising. “I was offered an apprenticeship, but I declined 
it,” says Särelind, explaining, “I didn’t feel comfortable 
enough and I had other ideas that I thought would be 
hard to realise if I had someone above me telling me what 
to do and how to think about certain things.”

“So I just started myself—a lot of trial and error for 
sure,” he says, admitting, “In many cases, I would have 
loved to have somebody to ask for advice, but I had made 
my choice. I also did many other things at the same time, 
like start art school, but everything else was really always 
secondary to my dreams of being a tattooer.” 

Even so, his time in the classroom did shape his out-
look on ink. He may have been enrolled in the jewellery 
department (he had been silversmithing for years), but 
as he reflects, “I believe that my views of tattoos and tat-
tooing changed during my time there. In school, it was an 
ongoing discussion about art and its relation to craft. The 
same discussion can be transferred to the field of tattoos.”

“I was really into old school tattooing before my stud-
ies, but I guess I have a bit more of a progressive mindset 
now,” he says, looking back at his evolution. “I think art 
school taught me to question stuff more and to challenge 
the norm in tattooing, but also in other aspects of life. All 
this has shaped me to be the tattooer I am today and I’m 
really happy for it all. Even though, weirdly, I would like 
to have had one of those classic apprenticeships from, 
like, the ‘70s.”

The Birth Of Deepwood 
Soon after graduation, Särelind opened his own studio—
Stockholm’s Deepwood Tattoo. “I think it was a move of des-
peration,” he laughs. “I was feeling old and was about to be-
come a father, so I freaked out and opened a tattoo studio.”

“After graduating I was in a few different shops, but it 
didn’t really make any sense for me to be there,” he ad-
mits. “I had the feeling that it was good timing to open 
my own, more niche place. There were so many exciting 
things happening in the underground tattoo culture and 
the big tattoo establishment didn’t acknowledge that, so I 

I WAS REALLY INTO OLD SCHOOL 
TATTOOING BEFORE MY STUDIES, 
BUT I GUESS I HAVE A BIT MORE OF A 
PROGRESSIVE MINDSET NOW
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felt that maybe I could create a space for everyone involved in this movement.”
So he did just that and has been loving every moment of it. “Spending time 

together with the lovely people working here and all of the great guest art-
ist; meeting all the crazy customers; making friends around the world—it’s a 
blessing,” he gushes. 

There are hurdles, though. “The most challenging part is to listen to your own 
voice and make the right choices,” he reveals. “Many people are giving you ad-
vice, but in the end, everything is up to you to decide. I’m a person that likes to 
have control over certain situations and I’m also afraid of conflict, so both of 
those things are constantly a struggle.”

Working alongside Särelind full-time are Anna Sundvall and Viktor Matts-
son and while all three share a similar aesthetic, that’s not the only reason why 
they’re a perfect match. “I wanted Deepwood to be something special and not 
only by the choice of styles we are working in, but also in our approach to eve-
rything else,” he says. That includes “the macaroni and cheese restaurant we 
are putting up in the studio, the atmosphere in the legendary Deepwood toilet 
and the fruit and vegetable lottery we have on occasion.” 

If Deepwood Tattoo sounds like your kind of place and you’re ready to book 
a trip to Sweden, know that Särelind already has the perfect itinerary planned 
for you. “We would go to my studio in the morning and get a quick tattoo,” he 
starts. “Then we’d run into the big forest at Nackareservatet, all the way to the 
open-air yard, Hellasgården. Have a sauna and a swim in the lake there, remem-
ber that you just got a tattoo, eat some lunch, call the ambulance because of the 
infection you got in your fresh tattoo from the lake, spend some wonderful time 
in a nice Swedish hospital, then maybe watch some documentary about a serial 
killer or some cute mammal.” I mean, can you think of a better vacation? 

Looking to the future, Särelind says, “I think I want to make a book! I also 
want to be the lead singer in a big band and have a whole stadium full of people 
all screaming that they love me.” And for those of you still here, Emil Särelind 
has one last message: “I am grateful for the people still reading this,” he laughs. 
“In my head, I imagine around 80% of the readers here not liking my work, so 
thank you all for staying and reading. And perhaps see you soon!” �

Emil Särelind On… Filling Free Time  
“I love to spend time with my family and 
friends. Life right now is so busy and fast 
all the time and it makes me scared. I’m 
trying to exercise and run a lot — everything 
to avoid death! [laughs] But I still smoke 
a cigarette occasionally and eat a lot of 
shitty fast food because I also love it.”

I FIRST PAINTED A LOT OF CLASSIC TATTOO FLASH 
BECAUSE EVERYBODY IN THE COMMUNITY TOLD 
ME IT WAS A GOOD THING TO DO
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THE CAMBRIDGE CLINIC 
Patented Dry Heal 
ultra serum that 
uses clinically 
proven ingre-
dients to leave 
a breathable 
antibacterial coat-
ing on the tattoo. 
Wrap 3 hours only. 
Apply serum. No more clingfilm/itch/
sticking to clothing. Only UK aftercare 
stocked by the 2 leading USA Tattoo 
wholesalers thecambridgeclinic.com
Facebook/fadeontattoocare

LITTLE SOAP COMPANY 
Organic, Sensitive Skin Soap 
with Shea Butter. 
Eco friendly, 
unperfumed soap 
that nourishes 
your tattoo. 
With high levels 
of healing Vita-
min A/E and zero per-
fume, shea butter is gentle on tender skin. 
As it naturally contains cinnamic acid, the 
anti-inflammatory properties help soothe 
sore skin. littlesoapcompany.co.uk

A D V E R T I S E M E N T

AFTERCARE

COCONUT KING AFTERCARE 
A synergistic blend of coconut oil 
and cocoa, mango and shea butters. 
Whipped into a thick cream that just 
melts into skin. Handmade here in the 
UK. Vegan friendly and cruelty free. 
Free UK shipping. Get 20% off with code 
SKINDEEP.  coconutking.co.uk

THE AFTERCARE COMPANY 
Tattoo Aftercare®—UK’s 1st Tattoo After-
care. Est. 2000—Used by professionals 
worldwide. 100% Natural - Dermatologi-
cally tested. Keeps colours vibrant and 
blacks bold. Can be used on new and 
existing tattoos theaftercarecompany.com

BETTY AND BERTS 
The Incredible Tattoo Butter. Made with Shea Butter, Al-
mond Oil and Calendula. All organic, all natural, no added 
water, and absolutely no chemicals of any kind. Keeps your 
tattoos fabulously moisturised and vibrant.  Packaged in 
reusable, recyclable aluminium pots. Trade prices avail-
able, enquiries welcome. BettyandBerts.com • FB: Betty and 
Berts • Insta: betty_and_berts_  

BALMONDS SKINCARE LTD 
Originally formulated for eczema 
sufferers and recommended by tattoo 
artists across the UK, 100% natural Skin 
Salvation soothes, protects and hydrates 
healing skin. The balm contains herbs 
and oils that are naturally antimicrobial, 
anti-inflammatory and rich in regenera-
tive EFAs, to improve both healing time 
and quality of new tattoos. Discount 
code SKINDEEP20 (one-time 20% off 
purchase.)  balmonds.co.uk

YAYO FAMILIA 

“YAYO Familia® is probably the best tat-
too skincare I’ve ever used ~ Everyone”
yayofamilia.uk •   yayofamilia

TATTOO DEFENDERS
After Ink and Soothe & 
Clean is a soothing cream 
and soap for the care of a 
new tattoo, enabling it to 
heal quickly while guaran-
teeing perfect hygiene. The 
non-greasy formula won’t 
stain your clothes either. tattoodefender.com
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ICONS OF THE INDUSTRY

THE
ITALIAN JOB

When a tattoo studio stops being a studio and becomes something of a 

global phenomenon in multiple locations, you really should pay attention to 

it. For a start, to get away with that kind of thing in an industry renowned 

for being ‘niche’ you had better be good. You better be damned good. 

Enter Alex DePase and his many contributions to the tattooing world:

The name had better be familiar to you 
if you think of yourself as a tattoo fan. 
Alex DePase has been tattooing for al-
most thirty years and though his name 

drops off people’s tongues in his native Italy, he is 
no secret in any corner of the world for specialis-
ing in realistic tattooing and portraits.

He began tattooing at the age of 14 and has al-
ways put his trust in his intuition as well as the 
tattoo world he lives and operates in and to say 
he’s an astute businessman as well - with seven 
studios under his belt - would be something of 
an understatement. You can also add the three 
he plans on opening this year in Lugano, Trieste 
and Rome to that list, making him the owner of 
the most studios we’ve ever come across… and while that 
sounds easy to do on paper, it’s ridiculously difficult to 
keep them all going and keep your reputation intact. For 
that alone, we must tip our hats.

Back in 2015, DePase was also the creator of the World 

Wide Tattoo Conference - which wasn’t a convention in 
the strictest sense to the world but more a learning plat-
form on tattooing and art that bled knowledge from the 
top down. The list of ‘teachers’ was more than impressive: 
DePase, Guy Aitchison, Nick Baxter, Jeff Gogue, Nikko 
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Hurtado, Horiyoshi III, Adrian Lee… how could you ever 
come out of such an event empty handed?

All of which goes a long way to illustrate the point that 
if you want a seat at the Big Table (in whatever it is you 
do) this is the kind of commitment you have to hand over 
to your mistress. It even brought him the title of Arts Am-
bassador from the Province of Gorizia.

Not one for standing still for long, in 2016, DePase cre-
ated the Venetian Tattoo Gathering - a grand meeting of 

art-minds inside the Palazzo Ca' Zenobio in Venice. Call-
ing on his influence, the gathering featured a major hit-
list of the world’s finest tattoo artists that included Steve 
Butcher, Stefano Alcantara, Sam Barber, Paul Booth, 
Moni Marino, BJ Betts and Cory Ferguson. Hardly any 
wonder that a year or so later, he was officially recognised 
(along with six other tattoo artists) as a ‘Contemporary 
Artist’ at the MACRO: Museo d'Arte Contemporanea 
(Museum of Contemporary Art) bringing tattooing right 

All of which goes a long way to illustrate the point that 
if you want a seat at the Big Table, this is the kind of 
commitment you have to hand over to your mistress
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into the spotlight where it previously wasn’t shining at all.
This year, his projects took a slight left turn and saw 

DePase launch an art exhibition: Tattoo Off. The expo 
featured Alex’s work along with work from Marco Manzo, 
Moni Marino, Silvano Fiato, Volko Merschky and Simone 
Pfaff. The exhibition launched on July 5,  runs until No-
vember 17 and is curated by Massimiliano Maxx Testa, 
organiser of the Venice International Tattoo Convention 
(which also takes place during the exhibition times on 
October 11-13).

Not content with conquering his home country in just 
about every way imaginable, DePase has also channeled 
financial resources into making the tattoo world a better 
place to work in. In February, 2015 he  launched one of the 
biggest aftercare products in the tattooing world - Der-
malize - known all over as a breathable film alternative 
to the ancient practice of cling-filming tattoos. Again, not 

Not one for standing still for long, in 2016, 
DePase created the Venetian Tattoo Gathering - 
a grand meeting of art-minds inside the Palazzo 
Ca’ Zenobio in Venice
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hanging around for a slap on the back, earlier this year he 
was involved in the launch of Forte Stencil Solution - a ve-
gan solution which allows the artist to transfer the stencil 
in a defined and lasting way, guaranteeing extreme preci-
sion in the stencil positioning and avoiding any kind of 
dribbling, even after many passes. With an antibacterial 
action, Forte also disinfects and removes any pathogens 
from the skin from the moment of the stencil application. 
It’s this kind of unique problem solving that has kept him 

at the fore-front of the pack.
Italy has also seen a huge rise in the number of studios 

available to collectors - in the last four years alone, it has 
quadrupled. With an eye on keeping Italy’s reputation in-
tact for years to come, DePase launched the “Tattoo Mas-
ter” course at the Tiepolo Academy of Fine Arts - and boy 
is it ever thorough. With a focus on various subjects, from 
drawing to painting, from marketing to business manage-
ment, from the history of tattooing to practical laboratory 

All of these achievements could easily overshadow his 
work but for all of these ‘satellite’ projects, DePase has 
remained focused on his tattooing and never let it slide
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techniques and tools, from foreign languages to 
hygiene and the foundations of dermatology… 
the three year course is really aimed at those 
who want to play in the big pool. 

All of these achievements could easily over-
shadow his work but for all of these ‘satellite’ 
projects, DePase has remained focused on his 
tattooing and never let it slide - the only down-
side of being so popular and busy is a waiting 
list that’s over two years long but as always, you 
get what you pay for out there.
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Hailing from an “average town” in Toulouse and describing himself 

as a child of his generation, monumental tattoo artist Damien 

Thorn developed his visual language from an up-bringing of 

un-censored comic book violence and gore that he would later 

morph into haunting, textural apparitions and flame-flanked 

phantoms—reaching from some kind of revised Japanese hell…

damienjthorn.com
 electricdragontattoo

electricdragontattoo.club
 damien.j.thorn W
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Both beautiful and grotesque, Thorn’s transform-

ative works effortlessly ornament the body and 
appear as familiar as history, but as eternal as 
the bottomless unknown from which his black-

scale ideas are drawn. Here, Damien discusses chaotic be-
ginnings, transposing his all-encompassing influences to 
skin and what it means to “look after your legend”:

How long have you been tattooing? What inspired 
you to approach the craft?
Officially, it’s been seven years. I say “officially” because 
I consider the beginning of my apprenticeship to be the 
starting point, but I really started three years before 
that—tattooing out of my home while I was still a stu-
dent. It was pretty chaotic. I’d never seen anyone tattoo 
before. I didn’t understand anything about the process at 
all and, moreover, finding good gear when you are not a 
professional is nearly impossible.The sketch-like style of 
Yann Black was popular at the time, so I was asked to do a 
lot of line-based work. When I began, my drawings were 

A
BoOk

Of
ReVeLaTiOn
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too wild and illustrative, so I had a lot to learn about what 
makes a tattoo work. I was studying in this small school, 
and everyone learned that I was tattooing out of my place. 
For many, it was an opportunity to get a free tattoo! At the 
time, there were only street shops; private studios didn’t 
exist as we know them today. In my case, the work was 
literally homemade. One day, I actually got tattooed my-
self, and that was the real beginning. The possibility of an 
apprenticeship followed fast. It quickly became a passion.

Your work strays away from traditionalism and 
leans more on striking power in both its oversized 
and monumental nature. Can you speak on your first 
encounters with work that inspired this vision?
Yann Black’s work, for sure. For me, it was incredible to see 
clients who weren’t exactly covered in tattoos committing 
to a big, solid, graphic piece, or something as elegant as a 
line that would run from foot to hand, and this be their first 

and only tattoo! It was simple and rough and it gave me, and 
I think a lot of people, a new and powerful perspective on 
tattooing. I learned from this that a tattoo has to make an 
impact. Regardless of its size, a tattoo has to be understood 
instantly. If you have to look too closely or wonder what 
you're looking at for too long, it’s not a successful piece. 
Whether it’s simple or very detailed, impact is essential.

There is a distinct cold-blooded atmosphere to your 
work that's littered with gore and horror, but has a 
prominent vein of elegance running through it. It’s 
undeniable that your tattoos are emotive. Having 
taken many forms since you started out, what is 
it you are now trying to achieve with your work? 
What are you trying to capture with this tension 
between violence and beauty?
It’s hard for me to express the root of what I am now try-
ing to do. From where I stand, it's as if observing a distant 

WhEn I bEgAn, mY dRaWiNgS wErE tOo wIlD aNd iLlUsTrAtIvE, sO I 
hAd a lOt tO lEaRn aBoUt wHaT mAkEs a tAtToO wOrK
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landscape. Creativity is a long journey where you are ei-
ther observing or absorbing everything you see. During the 
early 90’s, a lot of anime was broadcasted on french televi-
sion, and because there was no real censorship at the time, 
there were no filters on violence, sex and gore. Horror has 
always been expressed in Japanese culture, and particu-
larly in tattooing. This imagery you refer to has existed 
in Japanese tattooing long before my work. It’s the style 
that speaks to me the most, but I don’t really define my tat-
tooing as ‘Japanese’ out of respect for the artist’s that are 
working traditionally. I like to use this imagery to enhance 
a “feeling” in my work that is my own, and I want to be able 
to faithfully transpose how some aesthetics make me feel, 
but that’s all. The subjects featured in my work are purely 
driven by study and impulse. My goal is not to climb inside 
the skin of a Japanese tattooist. I wouldn't want to mimic 
that which influences me only to do a worse job. My goal is 
to bring a new point-of-view to what has come before me.

Have you always applied Japanese imagery to skin, 
or was your relationship with this field of tattooing 
something that developed with time and skill?
No, I didn’t start out working with Japanese imagery. At 
first, I was working with engravings because it was the 
principal inspiration of the people I learned to tattoo 
from. I produced work like this for a long time, but when 
a style becomes too popular, it scares me. I get bored very 
easily. Every time I feel I understand something, I want 
to learn something new. I didn’t want to participate in 
fleeting sensations. Trends don't last. I wanted to create 
timeless work—to keep evolving. When it came to Japa-
nese influence, I had the opportunity to meet Gotch once 
or twice during my apprenticeship and it really helped me 
to understand that you can approach Japanese tattoo-
ing with a singular artistic point-of-view. Gotch’s work 
is much more intense and rawer than anyone else’s, but 
still follows traditions. My goal then became to introduce 
something new to what has come before me. I’m current-
ly in a Japanese period, and I can’t move on. Even if I am 
producing work involving dark or gory subject matter, I 

A tAtToO hAs tO bE uNdErStOoD 
iNsTaNtLy. If yOu hAvE tO lOoK tOo 
cLoSeLy oR wOnDeR wHaT yOu'rE 
lOoKiNg aT fOr tOo lOnG, iT’s nOt 
a sUcCeSsFuL pIeCe
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want it to be carried with as much elegance as a peony. 
I’m just trying to bring a little of my culture to a style that 
already exists.

You have previously mentioned that "almost eve-
rything" informs your work as a tattooer, and have 
cited artists working outside of tattooing such as 
photographer Nobuyoshi Araki as influences. With 
these artists sharing a similar focus on “feeling” 
within their work, providing you with tone or mood 
as opposed to direct references, how do you begin 
to transpose these influences to skin?

It’s hard to explain. It’s like dreaming. According to the 
person getting tattooed, their mood, what they want and 
why, a tattoo slowly takes shape. Photography is like writ-
ing with lights. Tattooing is like writing with temper and 
emotion. Sometimes I have sketches or ideas in-mind, 
and I eventually draw them. When I’m asked to tat-
too these ideas, I’m glad, but I like the unknown. At this 
point, I live in accordance with tattooing. Throughout 
every moment of my day, it’s always there, in the back of 
my mind. Like I said, the final design of a tattoo depends 
on the artist and the person who is getting tattooed. They 
come with their background and memories, and regard-

less of whether it’s a souvenir 
or simply an aesthetic state-
ment, it is a part of who they 

are or what they have lived.
I think that, as an artist, our influences can be found in 

our habits and creative processes. They run through us. 
Through being sensitive to what artists produce, we can 
release some expression we didn’t know was there! Per-
sonally, I have overcome a lot of things in my life because 
I was helped by artists—their work or imagination. Some 
were like invisible friends to me. When an artist creates 
something, their most personal creation, and make it pub-
lic, they must accept that they may become a part of any-
one that views, reads or listens. We all have a part of us that 
is built of people we admire who have helped us to over-
come in life—who have helped us to express ourselves. 
That’s my vision of transposing “feeling” to art—to skin.

Having traveled so extensively—moving between 
continents and studios, you now have a place to call 
your own in Electric Dragon and are currently men-
toring an apprentice from this space. How do you 
feel planting roots in Biarritz, France has influenced 
your methods and work? What do you feel mentor-
ing an apprentice offers back to you as an artist?
For me, living on the coast comes with a really unique way 
of life. I was looking for it, you know, this kind of isola-

HoRrOr hAs aLwAyS bEeN eXpReSsEd iN JaPaNeSe 
cUlTuRe, aNd pArTiCuLaRlY iN tAtToOiNg
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tion—a place where life is loud and 
nature is strong. I needed it, a new 
chapter in my life, but then the idea 
of building a space began to grow 
in-tandem with this more personal 
move. Not everyone wants to take on the responsibility of 
owning a shop, but for me it was a challenge that I found 
interesting in many ways. It’s been 3-years since Elec-
tric Dragon opened. We started with nothing, and had to 
build, equip and decorate the place completely. The team 
has changed a few times since then, but now we have a 
strong core. Personally, I care about atmosphere, and feel 
this influences my methods and work. If I feel good in a 
shop, you can see it in my tattooing. I fell in love with the 
atmosphere in shops during my time travelling America, 
and I wanted to bring that back with me to France. 

Taking on an apprentice was something I didn’t plan. 
I was mostly looking for residents, and in Biarritz, that’s 
not easy! It’s a small town far from bigger cities. Electric 
Dragon was a new shop and had a customer base to build. 
One day, Jerome Strong came by the shop. He heard of 
the place from a friend and was seeking tuition. At the 
same time, a customer of mine was looking for an appren-
ticeship. I couldn’t say no to either of them, so I said yes to 
both. Long story short: Jerome stayed and the other gave 
up. From this experience I think I learned much. Firstly, 
there is no one singular way to learn. Everyone’s experi-

ences are unique and necessary. Sometimes it works and 
sometimes it doesn’t. Following this, myself and Jerome 
built a better dialogue. I know I am not easy to live or 
work with, but I am always happy to talk and share pretty 
much anything and everything. He helps me to see my 
limits and excesses. It’s our relationship as people that 
makes things work, and of course I like to see that it helps 
him to evolve as an artist, too. I was far from being as tal-
ented as he is when I was an apprentice.

Given your extensive relationship with 
contemporary tattooing, how do you see tattooing 
evolving, realistically? 
I’m generally not interested in talking about myself or 
my perspective, but I will always defend tattooing. There 
are historic tattooists—geniuses! You follow their work 
and witness them bloom. They work well, and thanks to 
them everything keeps evolving! I don’t believe there to 
be many challenges when it comes to tattooing, as I don’t 
believe this craft to have an absolute, but ideally, I would 
love to see less ego in tattooing. When your work speaks 
for you, there’s no need to look after your legend. �

WhEn aN aRtIsT cReAtEs sOmEtHiNg, tHeIr 
mOsT pErSoNaL cReAtIoN, aNd mAkE iT pUbLiC, 
tHeY mUsT aCcEpT tHaT tHeY mAy bEcOmE a 
pArT oF aNyOnE tHaT vIeWs, rEaDs oR lIsTeNs
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MISKIEWICZ.BART@GMAIL.COM
ARTISTICTATTOOING.CO.UKBART MIS
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INSTAGRAM.COM/@SEVENDEADLYSINSARTWORKSOP 
DOMIX159@GMAIL.COMDOMINIK NOWACKI
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INSTAGRAM.COM/GRASEFFITATTOO
GRASEFFITATTOO@GMAIL.COMEDSON GRASEFFI
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INSTAGRAM.COM/FILL_TAT  
FABIAN.FILIP@EMAIL.CZFILIP FABIAN
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INSTAGRAM.COM/GASTON_TONUS
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INSTAGRAM.COM/KEL.TAIT.TATTOO
KEL.TAIT.TATTOO@GMAIL.COMKEL TAIT
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LETIMORTIMERTATTOO@GMAIL.COM
INSTAGRAM.COM/LETIMORTIMERTATTOOALETI MORTIMER
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INSTAGRAM.COM/SHAUNMADDY101
INSTAGRAM.COM/PLEASURE_OR_PAIN_PRODUCTIONSSHAUN MADDY
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INSTAGRAM.COM/MEMORIES_AND_MISCHIEF_TATTOO
INFO@MANDM-TATTOO.COMSTEVEN MOSTYN
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VRTATTOOS.CO.UK
VRTATTOOS@TOKE.COMVON RYAN
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Steel Panther doesn’t do anything low-key. Watch them perform and you’ll 

be treated to plenty of spandex, long hair, unapologetic humor and a 

glam metal blast from the past. Their two latest singles — “All I Wanna Do 

is Fuck (Myself Tonight)” and “Always Gonna Be a Ho” — should tell you 

exactly what you’re in for and if you’re easily offended, this band’s not for 

you. Barbara Pavone sat down with singer Michael Starr and bassist Lexxi 

Foxx at Heavy Montreal and, sure enough, the guys did not disappoint

 SteelPanther • SteelPantherRocks.com • HeavyMontreal.com

Words: Barbara Pavone • Images: David Jackson/Pat Beaudry

PANTHERS
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Take one look at Steel Panther and you’d be 
pressed to think the ‘80s never ended.  

Getting their start playing residencies on 
the Sunset Strip, the LA-based band first made 

a name for themselves with 2004’s “Death to All But Met-
al” — a hilarious track featuring Slipknot’s Corey Taylor. 
In 2009, they released their first album, Feel the Steel, 
which debuted at No. 1 on the Billboard Comedy chart, 
but Steel Panther is no joke. Yes, they’re outlandish, but 
they also write their own music, have toured the world 
with everyone from Def Leppard to Guns N' Roses, count 
Scott Ian and Kat von D among their fans and, simply put, 
they know exactly what they’re doing. 

On September 27, they’ll release their fifth album, 
Heavy Metal Rules, and when I met Michael Starr and 
Lexxi Foxx backstage at the Heavy Montreal metal music 
festival in Canada, it quickly became clear just how hard 
they work and how much they love what they do. If there’s 
one thing Steel Panther is not, it’s half-assed. 

“We’re playing Heavy Montreal today on the main stage 
with Godsmack and Evanescence and it’s going to be a 
great fucking day,” starts Michael Starr, setting the tone 
for the whole epic interview. “We used to have a weekly 
show at The Viper Room in Hollywood and Amy and her 
guitar player at the time, Ben Moody, would come out 
a lot,” he continues. “That’s how I first met and got into 
Evanescence, so we’re very excited to see them again and 
share the stage with those guys.” With that, it was time to 
dive right in. 

 
The new album — Heavy Metal Rules — is it true 
you had to record it twice? 
Michael Starr: It is. Lexxi accidentally deleted the hard 
drive. 
Lexxi Foxx: First of all, it’s not a big deal. 
Michael: It kind of is a big deal, but dude, I swear to God, 
I’m really glad you did that because now we got to re-
record it. I had vocal surgery because I ended up getting 
herpes on my vocal cords...  
Lexxi: And I had to do a little rehab stint…
Michael: No, all joking aside, the record came out bet-

ter. It’s the same songs, but we got a chance to live with 
them for a little while, which we normally don’t get to 
do. We usually write and record them and then I go sing 
them live and I think, ‘God, I wish I would have done that 
differently’. This time, we were living with those mixes 
and they got deleted, so then we just started re-recording. 
Lexxi played such great bass on it. The first tracks he did 
were really bad.

 
What’s it like being Steel Panther in 2019? Now 
that everyone’s so politically correct and every-
thing’s so fuckin’ serious...
Lexxi: That’s exactly why I think we’re even more of a 
pleasure for people to enjoy. Because everybody is so [se-
rious] and we’re not. Why don’t you just relax and listen 
to Steel Panther? We’re only going to make you happy. 
We’re going to make you bring back a time when it was 
cool to do drugs and party and have sex with people you 
don’t know. And who gives a fuck who the president is? 
Or the prime minister. Or the queen. It doesn’t make any 
difference. Heavy metal rules. 

Nobody gives a shit about 
you in the middle. Look at 
Malcolm in the Middle…

S
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Michael: You know what we sell? Fun.
Lexxi: That’s exactly what we do, Michael. And with this 
record especially. 

You’ve gotten your fair share of criticism. Do 
you pay any attention to it? Do you care about 
the hate?
Michael: Who doesn’t care about getting hate? It doesn’t feel 
good. But, at the same time, we strike chords with people…
Lexxi: Sometimes Satchel gets mad at me when I try to 
show him a new chord and it’s the wrong one.
Michael: And then Satchel hates him for his chords.
Lexxi: For a long time. Sometimes two days. And I can’t 
even go to the front of the bus where he sleeps.
Michael: [laughs] Sometimes those haters, they generate 
a lot of lovers for us. The haters will post something and 
all the lovers will fuckin’ hit them up. I really think with 
Steel Panther, you’re either a hater or you like it. There’s 
no, ‘Oh, they’re kinda good’. 
Lexxi: In the middle sucks to be. Because nobody gives a 
shit about you in the middle. Look at Malcolm in the Mid-
dle. That show was about a poor kid who was just left in 
the middle. Nobody gives a fuck about the middle. 

Kat von D was doing Lexxi’s tattoos… I asked 

She took a whole arm



I got this Saturn on my neck just to say, ‘Hey, 
I’m out of it. I’m out of this world
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What’s the biggest misconception about Steel Panther?
Michael: That we can’t play our instruments live. And people say that my 
dick’s really small, but it’s not. 

How frustrating is it when people say, ‘These guys aren’t a 
real band’?
Michael: It’s okay. I mean, look, there’s a band for everybody’s taste. We’re 
an acquired taste and if you like us, you’re in. If you don’t like us, then you 
don’t get it, you don’t understand it and we’re fake. There’s no winning any-
body over. You either like it or you don’t. We’re not going to chase people 
down or chase radio to play us.
Lexxi: Fuck everybody. Wait till you hear our new record. 
Michael: It’s been a tough road. We had our [hit] song, “Death to All but 
Metal”, and no one would sign us. And then finally that changed and now 
we’re playing Heavy Montreal on the main stage, so I would say that the 
people who didn’t like us are either dying or they finally gave in. 

Let’s talk tattoos! Michael, you recently got tattooed at Mario 
Barth’s shop in Austria… 
Michael: I did! By Flo Zimmerer. The inspiration was that I did a lot of 
tanning in the ‘80s, so my skin is getting all freckly and fucked up, and it’s 
getting age spots everywhere, so I’ve been covering up everything with tat-
toos. I predict that by 2030 I’ll be completely tattooed. 

Are you a planner when it comes to design? Why did you 
choose to get a tiger on your forearm? 
Michael: Yeah, I planned it all out. I’ve been corresponding with Flo for a 
couple of years now and our schedules finally met up and we did it. I got it 
because I love cats. I really wanted something that attracts girls, you know. 
See, you can’t stop looking at it!

It’s that blue eye!
Michael: That’s my White Walker eye, man! 

Is it still fun to go and get tattooed after all these years?
Michael: The company’s great. Flo and his girl are really fun. Their shop 



There’s really no way around trying to look 
younger, so covering up all the saggy skin 
works really good
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is amazing — it’s so beautiful. But getting it done, fuck no, 
it’s not fun. It hurts. It took seven hours to get this. 

Lexxi, is it true you were tattooed by Scott Ian?
Lexxi: Very true! Scott likes to party too — that’s why I 
love Anthrax. I love all kinds of different metal. We have a 
bit more of a glam metal, but all the metal rules. So we all 
went out with Kat von D, it was a night in Vegas after one 
of our residencies...
Michael: You guys tattooed each other, didn’t you?
Lexxi: Yeah, we did. We all just had a really good time and 
we tattooed each other. I got an anarchy A on my leg. Well, 
A for Anthrax, but yeah, it’s an anarchy A. 

Are you still getting tattooed? 
Lexxi: I am, yeah. I got this [Saturn on my neck] just to 
say, ‘Hey, I’m out of it. I’m out of this world.’
Michael: It’s fun. [Our drummer] Stix Zadinia and Lexxi 
were my inspiration for getting tattoos. I never had a tat-
too before — it’s a cool bond we have. Kat von D was doing 
Lexxi’s tattoos and I saw how good they were. She used to 
come to our show all the time and I asked her if I could get 
one, so she did my first one. She took a whole arm. This 
[right arm] is all Kat, this [tiger on my left forearm] is Flo, 
and this [portrait of my wife] is Teneile Napoli from Syd-
ney, Australia. I got it done on a show called Bondi Ink. 

So are you actually planning a full bodysuit?  
Michael: Well, you know, as you age there’s really no way 

around trying to look younger, so covering up all the saggy 
skin works really good. Plus, I’m thinking, I’ll take a pic-
ture of my face from fuckin’ two years ago and have that 
tattooed on my old face. 
Lexxi: I’ll wait and see what Michael does and what hap-
pens with him. He’s like my guinea pig. Gerbil? Hamster? 
What’s it called when somebody else...
Michael: Guinea pig, yeah. I’m, what, six years older than 
you? I aged a little quicker, so I was the first one, the pio-
neer to get the face lift.
Lexxi: I love being like his little brother when it comes 
to that. 
Michael: Now the next thing is a body lift. They cut a lit-
tle hole in your head and then they tie it up. [laughs] But 
we really do like tattoos. They’re fun to get. The hang is 
really the fun part. 
Lexxi: That’s very true. And the conversations you have 
with your artist. 
Michael: I’ve actually got a story about this Starr tattoo 
[on my right forearm]. So I’m getting this tattoo done for 
our VH1 Behind the Music episode and Kat von D’s doing 
it and her boyfriend at the time was Nikki Sixx. NIkki and 
I sat for four hours, talking. He was telling me about how 
he wrote the song “Live Wire” and it was the coolest day 
of my life. I’m in High Voltage, in Hollywood, getting tat-
tooed by Kat von D of LA Ink, talking with Nikki Sixx. I 
was like, ‘Oh my God, I made it!’

Are you able to pick a favourite tattoo? 



Michael: I would say my favourite is this one — it’s a pin-
up of my mom. She passed away about four years ago, so 
this one means a lot to me. But when I’m jacking off I see 
my mom, so it’s awkward. 
Lexxi: I told him to maybe not do that one. We bunk 
together and sometimes when he’s sleeping — I’ve not 
shared this with him before — I’ll move his curtain back 
and see his mom...
Michael: Oh, you fucking asshole.
Lexxi: Hey, listen to me, we keep it in the family. I’m not 
hurting anybody by doing it. Did your mom ever catch 
you masturbating?
Michael: She did.
Lexxi: So did my mom, so it’s not weird for me. He just 
gets mad I woke him up, not that I’m jacking off on his 
arm. But I clean it up every fucking time. 

You’ve always said that Steel Panther’s mission 
is to bring metal back. When did metal die? 
Michael: I’ll tell you the exact day. Do you remember 
that video called “Teen Spirit” by Nirvana? That’s the day 
it died. That came out and what it did was it changed the 
perception of music for not only fans, but mostly the la-
bels. Anybody in a metal band was like, ‘This is done’. We 
were like, ‘Fuck this, we’re bringing metal back’ and that 
was our mission. I think we’ve done it. 
Lexxi: We’re continuing to do it by putting out new re-
cords and writing new heavy metal songs because we still 
have a lot to live for. We’re getting old but, at the same 
time, we’re doing the best we can to stay young. 
Michael: And bring heavy metal back.

Is Steel Panther ever going to die?
Michael: Well, we’ll all die eventually, but we are al-
ready looking for people to hire. I have a little kid that I’m 
grooming right now. By the time I die, he should be ready 
to sing for me.

Just one more question. Please finish this sen-
tence: Steel Panther is…
Michael: My life.
Lexxi: The best band in the world. �
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NEVER
ENDING
STORY

SPOILER ALERT
Before we go any further or even attempt to introduce this article, we’d like to stick a big fat SPOILER ALERT in 

front of your face. If you’re one of the few people in the world who aren’t up to date with what’s been going on in 

The Upside Down, you might want to skip a few pages (and go turn on Netflix to sort yourselves out... pronto).

It’s been a long time since a television show infiltrated my psyche like 

Stranger Things has. As I finished season three this month and consequently 

commenced a complete re-watch of all three seasons from start to 

finish, I realised that I haven’t binged, re-binged and continually thought 

about a show like this since I was a teenage girl, influenced back then 

by heaps of free time and countless opportunities to be gripped by the 

likes of Sabrina The Teenage Witch, Friends, The Simpsons, and so on…

As each new season of Stranger Things rocked 
into my life, I found myself obsessing: Goog-
ling quotes, re-hashing them into my own 
conversations with fellow fans, contemplating 

when to get my own 011 tattoo, relentlessly playing the 
soundtrack in my car and reflecting back on easier times 
(am I the only person who really wants a Walkman and 
a Walkie Talkie again?). Anyway, when I went out last 
month specifically to buy a pair of high-rise, 80s-style 
jeans, I stopped and looked at myself in the shop mirror—

had I really become that obsessed? Why? Why was this 
particular fictional story reverberating through my mind 
and life so much, and the lives of millions of other people 
all over the world?

I wanted to attempt to answer this, along with the 
other big questions rolling around in my mind. Was Hop-
per really dead? Would Eleven get her powers back? Is 
the Mind Flayer really gone? What can we expect from 
a fourth season? Oh yeah, and why do people want to ink 
these characters on their bodies for life? W
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Big debates. Time to take them on. 
I recruit Matt Daniels and Jessica White, pop culture tattooists and fellow 

ST nerds, to help out. Sadly, we had these chats electronically (hello 2019), 
but in order to give you the chance to use your imagination, D&D style, let’s 
pretend that we’re sitting in a basement with no mobile phones and no email 
(note to self: need to do this more), discussing these things with the fierce of 
a thousand demodgos, fuelled by the energy of crappy Halloween candy, our 
moms yelling to us in the background that dinner is ready...
There’s been so much international buzz about Stranger Things. Why 
do you think it has stuck with so many people? I think for me, a sense 
of nostalgia and being able to relate to a lot of the characters has had 
something to do with it—what has been so special about it for you?
MD: Fun fact, I actually disliked Stranger Things when I watched the first 
episode. It just didn’t click with me, I fell asleep and didn’t really fancy go-
ing back to it but I’m so glad I did—it’s now one of my favourite shows ever, I 
even have 011 tattooed on my wrist! Personally speaking, Stranger Things was 
something fresh and interesting to watch. With season one, it was a new idea 
and we didn’t know what was happening or where it was going... three seasons 
in and we’re still hooked, eager to find out what’s going to happen next. My 
favourite thing to do is to spot all of the references to classic movies—in season 
three we have some Jurassic Park references which I love, and a few in the past 
two seasons like ET, Jaws, Terminator... all brilliant films.

matt daniels (stickypop)
Season One Tattoo, Preston, Lancashire, UK

“I primarily work in all things nerdy and 
geeky, tattooing everything from comic 
book and anime characters to tattoos 
inspired by video games, movies and more. 
I wouldn’t change it for the world!”

FAVOURITE CHARACTER: “I really liked 
the Scoops Ahoy crew this season, they 
just worked so well together and had some 
awesome moments. The NeverEnding Story 
song with Dustin and Suzi was brilliant, I 
think that made the season for me. I also 
really liked Billy, I don’t know why I just think 
his character was great and he had a really 
good development throughout the show.”

FAVOURITE SOUNDTRACK SONG: 
“Neverending Storrryyyyyyy! Or the 
actual theme tune. Kyle Dixon and 
Michael Stein did an amazing job of 
composing such a recognisable theme 
that everyone knows when it’s played.”

stickypop.co.uk/seasononetattoo.com
 @stickypop @seasononetattoo
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JW: I think the show is special to people because it cre-
ates a sense of wonder and magic that reminds us of our 
childhood. It cleverly references so many things that we 
grew up with whilst being unique enough to create its 
own wave of content that will stick with people for sev-
eral years. I really love the characters, all of them—they 
are all so relatable and their interactions with each other 
feel so real. 
OK, season three. Let’s get stuck in.
JW: It definitely exceeded my expectations—I think it 
was the funniest season by far. I also really enjoyed see-
ing these characters and relationships we've been with 
for three years develop further. The first season I think 
will always be the best in my eyes.
MD: I loved it! Season three is my favourite so far. There 
are so many good scenes from everything with Alexei, 
all the build up with Billy, ‘Scoops Ahoy!’, And just the 
general vibe of this season. I was a little sceptical at first 
as I didn’t like season two as much as I wanted to—it 
was good but not as good as I hoped—but season three 
was perfect.
Did you binge like me or did you manage to execute 
any self control!
MD: We definitely binged it—I think over two days. My 
partner Sarah and I just sat up late watching it until we 
finished it. I’ve seen the other two seasons a few times 
and now I have a TV in the studio I’m going to go back 
and re-watch season three a few more times. I can’t get 
enough of the NeverEnding Story song!

JW: I binged one and two but, for three, I tried to exer-
cise some restraint in order to make the enjoyment last 
a little longer.
There’s so much for us to discuss about the ending 
of three and how it all wrapped up!
JW: Hopper is NOT dead. However, I don't think he is 
“the American” at the end, that just seems a little too on 
the nose. I'm pretty sure “the American” is Dr. Brenner 
(Papa) from season one—the Russians had to figure out 
about The Upside Down from someone, and we never saw 
Papa die, so he seems like a plausible prisoner.
Such a good theory!
MD: I think if Hopper is “the American” it’s too obvious, 
but it would also be nice to bring him back in some way, 
whether he’s in the upside down and needs a way out, or 
something else. I think if Barb could be the American some-
how, that would be pretty cool, especially bringing it back to 
season one, but I’m not sure how that could happen.
And do you think El will get her powers back?
JW: Yes but I have no idea how. I think the trauma of los-
ing Hop is hindering her, so maybe that’s a clue that he 
is still alive and she will start regaining them. I imagine 
season four will be the last season—I'm thinking they 
will have to go into The Upside Down to defeat the Mind 
Flayer once and for all. I also think we are going to see the 
Byers moving to Maine and I'm really looking forward to 
some more Stephen King IT references. 
MD: I’m excited to see how they wrap it up—it’s a shame 
we now have to wait so long. A
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So, tattoos! I bet when you create a Stranger Things tattoo you spend 
the entire tattoo appointment geeking-out about the show!
JW: Oh, we 100% nerd-out about the show! I have watched the first season 
countless times and season two and three a few times each now. My clients 
and I talk about our favourite characters and scenes, when we laughed the 
most, when we cried—it’s usually pretty overwhelming for anyone in the shop 
who hasn't seen the show. 
MD: Of course we geek out! It makes the experience even better and I get 
to find out new theories and ideas clients have for the show—with Stranger 
Things, we still have so many questions unanswered and there’s nothing bet-
ter than hearing new ideas on what could happen in the final season. I also try 
to ‘theme’ the appointment around the shows and have them on the TV in the 
studio—whether it’s Stranger Things, Simpsons or an anime, I like to have it 
on in the background and talk about it with the client.
Why do you think people would immortalise this show—or any—on 
their body forever? It’s funny to think that Stranger Things will live 
on forever in permanent artwork on people all over the world!
MD: With Stranger Things, there are so many amazing characters, one-liners 
and imagery—it’s a great show to draw inspiration from. There’s so much you 
can do with it. One of the favourites I’ve done has to be Steve’s Demogorgon 
bat with lightbulbs around it—it’s a really iconic item in the show, making it 

jessica white (jaw tattoos)
Reclamare Tattoo, Sacramento, CA, USA

“I love the fact that tattooing has provided 
me the chance to travel and meet other 
artists over the years. Some of my best 
friendships, including my marriage, 
have been forged in this industry.”

FAVOURITE CHARACTER: “Steve. I love his 
arc in the first season and the relationship 
he has with Dustin in two and three. He 
is such a well-rounded character, he’s 
funny, and charming, with flaws that you 
can appreciate and a ton of redeeming 
quirks. Plus who couldn't love that hair!”

FAVOURITE SOUNDTRACK SONG: “The 
Peter Gabriel cover of Heroes. I love the fact 
that it plays both in season one when they 
find Will's fake body and at the end of season 
three after Hop's "death” - I think that this is 
just another clue that he isn't really gone.”

  @jawtattoos
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instantly recognisable if someone spots it. I really like tat-
tooing inanimate objects in general so having the chance 
to tattoo things like the bat, the fairy lights, the D20 dice, 
Alexei’s Cherry Slurpee and so on, makes my job even bet-
ter. My new favourite is something I have coming up—my 
client Jessica wants the classic Stranger Things fairy lights 
tattooing with the words “eerie synth music playing”—a 
homage to watching the show with subtitles on. I thought 
it was hilarious! I’m really excited for that one.
JW: Stranger Things specifically encompasses genres 
that people love—horror, sci-fi and comedy—and because 
of this it resonates with a wide range of people. Plus, the 
80s is totally back in style and the show creates a sense 
of nostalgia when you watch it. My clients get Stranger 
Things tattoos for different reasons. My favourite stories 
from them are the funny ones—like when we are laugh-
ing at the “emotion not logic” line—or the heartfelt ones—
like when a waffle tattoo that says “halfway happy” turns 
into a conversation about mental health and the hard-
ships in life and love. 
MD: Back when I started getting tattoos I’d never think 
about getting a favourite cartoon character on me with 
fear of being laughed out of the shop… but now, it’s more 
acceptable and rightly so! There’s nothing cooler than 
seeing someone with a big bold pop culture tattoo on 
them and it’s even better getting to do them! 
JW: Yes, I love pop culture tattoos in general—I love tat-
tooing something that we've all seen, and love, and can 
nerd out about. Tattoos are like memorabilia and hav-
ing them in your collection is almost like being part of a 
club, like an unspoken friendship. I think that a lot of us 
get tattoos because we really enjoy showing pride in the 
things we love. �
All work on this page by Jessica White
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Transferring his learnt skills 
in shading, composition 
and mark making, Duke 
went from paper and pencil 

to tattoo machine with ease. The tat-
tooist creates strikingly uncanny work 
that is bold, unique, and in a style com-
pletely of his own. His designs are no 
lifeless representations but instead 
full of energy, beautifully crafted, 
paying subtle homage to the amazing 
hand-drawn movie posters of Drew Struzan. Duke’s abil-
ity to imbue realistic emotion in his portraits is a testa-
ment to his skilled hand, a talent that elevates his vision 
from a small idea to a truly epic tattoo.

What drew you to working in an illustrative realism 
tattoo style? 
The style that I was originally aiming for when I first got 
into tattooing was a more classic black and grey realism 
approach. Artists like Bob Tyrrell (@bobtyrrell) and Paul 
Booth (@paulbooth) were my idols and I aimed to be able 
to use a mag as well as they could. I worked on my mag 
shading for years, watching videos of how the masters 
did their thing and tried to mimic their movements and 

techniques as much as possible. Mov-
ing to Toronto marked a gigantic leap 
forward in my style. I was introduced 
to more contemporary techniques and 
extremely talented artists as well as a 
new client pool that was way more will-
ing to put creative control in my hands. 

I can’t remember how, but one 
night I was passing time on the In-
ternet, looking at whatever and 
came across a preview for a DVD that 

showed the process of an extremely prevalent movie 
poster artist named Drew Struzan. I loved the way his 
realism wasn’t fully literal. He added motion and grit 
to his portraits so they looked like photographs but 
through a comic book filter. Think Alex Ross but with 
thicker harsher linework and sharper highlights.

I applied new tattoo techniques and tried to achieve 
the same effect Struzan did on his movie posters. My style 
started to emerge from that, and it’s getting more and 
more refined the more I learn to trust my artistic instincts.

What personal qualities and attributes does it take 
to work in this highly complex style? 
My best work comes when I really focus in on the details. 

Dylan Duke learnt much of his craft at a school 

for realist art, where students are trained to create 

drawings that echo the works of past masters
 @dylanduketattoos

THE
DUKE
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Whether it’s the direction of lines and shapes or the un-
derlying architecture of the subject I’m working on. Por-
traits are extremely reliant on the slightest bends or folds 
in the face or even how the pose of the skull is effecting 
the tension of the skin. I’ve been drawing faces since I was 
a kid so I have a pretty good eye for expression and shape. 

Since I do realism that isn’t always reference based 
it helps that I have a decent art foundation from vari-
ous schools and courses that I took when I was younger. 
When I was around ten years old I convinced my dad to 
drive me an hour out of town every week so I could attend 
a comic book school run by artist David Bluestein. My 
fundamentals of line weight and anatomy began there.

The skill that is most important to my style is patience 
and trust in the process. If I doubt my ability to do the 
piece or my body or mind is fighting me during the tat-
too I just have to really zone in and find my patience. It’s 
almost a Zen like practice. If you do everything right the 
tattoo will not turn out bad, so I trust the process and 
separate it from myself.

What tattooists do you look up to? Did these have a 
large impact in your current methodologies? 
The two guys who I always credit with being my first ma-
jor inspirations were Paul Booth and Bob Tyrrell. They 
showed me that tattooing could be more than just tradi-

tional, Kanji, fairies, and butterflies. Legitimate art skills 
and darkness were their tools and I ate it up.

Now I get inspiration from the cool morph style that 
dudes like Arlo DiCristina (@arlotattoos) can pull off. He 
just hit the tattoo scene and exploded which is super in-
spirational. As far as the blackwork style goes, I have to 
give major props to Kelly Violet (@kellyviolence), she can 
do so much with just black ink and dot work. 

One artist who is one of my favourites in the city and 
whom I’ve had the pleasure of being tattooed by is Rou-
men Kirinkov (@roumenkirinkov). He has this beautiful 
classic art style but it’s still modern and very cool. Every 
piece he does has the perfect amount of shading and the 
cleanest linework. Everyone should check him out he is 
criminally underrated. 

When do you know a design is ‘finished’? When all 
its stylistic choices and acts have come together to 
produced a finished piece. 
If I am unable to separate myself from the piece enough 
to tell when it’s time to end the session I will look at the 
piece through my camera lens. That little bit of separa-
tion helps me see details I may have missed or areas that 
could be rendered more. I also try to look at the piece 
from a distance and see if it reads well enough or if some-
thing sticks out. 
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Every time I finish a tattoo I sit on the subway ride home 
and think about how I could have spent another hour or 
two on the piece. Or conversely how I could have held back 
and stopped at a certain point to prevent an area from be-
ing over rendered. Something I always have to remind 
myself of is that art is never completed, only abandoned. 
Something I always try to avoid is over working the tattoo 
in the highlighting phase; I feel like too many highlights 
in the wrong spots can take away from the final product. 

Even though you work with realism, do you take 
creative liberty to ensure a tattoo has the desired 
impact you want? 
Framing elements is extremely important with realism. 
If I’m aiming to not just make a carbon copy realism piece 
but to instead make something a little more representa-
tional, I’ll add some illustrative framing elements. Some-
times this could be as simple as a thick bold outline or 
some simple black elements like liquid patterns.

For animal portraits I try and use as little reference materi-
al as possible. If I get too reliant on the reference I get trapped 
in this game of trying to get the tattoo to look exactly like the 
reference and I lose a bit of my own artistic interpretation.

Once the anatomy and lighting is laid out properly I get 
to be more expressive with how I shade or what I add to the 
piece to make it a bit more dynamic than a standard portrait.

What technical abilities do you use to achieve your 
illustrative realism aesthetic? 
I attended a school called the Academy of Realist Art 
(ARA) for about a year. I found them through Instagram 
and decided to go and see what they were all about. I ar-
ranged a tour of the school with one of the owners. She 
led me through the halls and showed me all the amazing 
work their students did. It was legitimately breathtaking 
to see the skills that these students had. Their work was 
almost indistinguishable from the old masters. This was 
a real art school. This wasn’t a “paint what you feel while 
we cash your parent’s cheques” school.

They taught me how to really draw for the first time in 
my life. We used a 2B pencil filed down so the graphite 
stuck out from the wood by about 3 inches and was filed 
to an extremely sharp point. 

Shading and value was added by the softest and subtlest 
marks on the page. I was able to transfer this skill over to 
tattooing pretty easily. I use a 3 bugpin tight liner to do 
most of my shading now to mimic the long sharp lead, and 
I make my marks on the skin in the same way as I did with 
a pencil on paper.

This helps me control my shapes and shadows way 
more than I could with a mag. I am able to use way more 
directional shading, which adds a bit more dynamism to 
the work. Everything else is standard tattoo artist fare; 
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making sure the lines are crisp, not being afraid to go 
dark, adapting to different skin types and tones etc.

What subject matter do you enjoy the most tattooing?
Portraits are always the goal for me. If I come in and know 
I’m doing a portrait I’ll consider it a day off. I can get into my 
flow state way easier with a portrait than with anything else. 
Animal portraits are extremely fun as well because there is 
a lot more room to improvise with expression or fur texture.

I also have a fascination with Christian imagery so any 
time I get to recreate a classic Christian piece it’s always a 
treat. Some of the best artists of all time worked with Chris-
tian imagery and I love getting the chance to try and repli-
cate what they have done. A lot of my blackwork styled pieces 
tend to fall on the other side of the spiritual coin with heavy 
occult imagery. It makes me research and explore themes 
that can get quite creepy and uncomfortable. Plus, let’s get 
real; it just looks badass. Our thirteen-year-old selves were 
right about skulls and pentagrams being cool at least. 

When I’m bored of realism I like to do more illustrative 
pieces, often with a more manga/comic book flare to it with 
no shading, just pure linework and black. Those pieces 
are actually more challenging as one faulty line or missed 
shape can throw the whole piece off. These tattoos make me 
step way outside of my comfort zone, which is good to help 
shake out some cobwebs in the mind from time to time.

Is it important for a tattoo to be visually striking? 
Or can subtly win in favour of creating some of your 
best work?
Tattoos should have a pretty immediate reaction on the 
viewer. When you show your new tattoo to somebody and 
their eyes immediately widen, then the tattoo was a success. 
If they have to squint their eyes or God forbid ask “what is it?” 
then you bombed as an artist. If a tattoo can wow the viewer 
with its imagery or composition then reel them in further 
with details and subtly then the piece is a legit success.

Sometimes a tattoo that only uses subtle and fine de-
tail can be lost to the observer because it doesn’t trigger 
their novelty response in a way that something visually 
bold and striking can. You can see this a lot on Instagram. 
Tattoos will look amazing on first glance but on closer in-
spection you can see inconsistencies in the linework or 
things can even be drawn incorrectly.  Conversely you will 
see tattoos that don’t look like much of anything because 
the details aren’t registered by your brain right away. 

I’ve been really trying to marry the two elements and 
do tattoos that capture your attention with boldness but 
then keep you interested with the textures and details 
that might not be apparent right away.

Instagram has slowly become the app of choice 
for many tattooists to promote their work. How 
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How did you go about advertising your work before 
the launch of social media? 
When I first started tattooing Twitter was just invented, 
Instagram wasn’t a thing yet and Facebook was in its 
peak. For a new artist the only way to get your work seen 
was to make a physical portfolio and come into the shop 
early so you could put it on top of everyone else’s at the 
front table. Getting a spot in a magazine was a huge deal 
and was how I found out about most of the major players 
in the tattoo scene. Word of mouth also played a huge role 
in getting clients and getting your work seen. Also going 
out and socialising was a big part of reeling in new clients. 
One night I was on a rented party bus headed downtown 
and we stopped for gas. I was socially lubricated enough 
by booze that I struck up a conversation with some other 
people who were hanging out at the gas station. Eventu-
ally one of them took my card and we ended up tattooing 
a chest piece on him a few weeks later.

One of the better ways to expose yourself to a new audi-
ence locally was, and in many ways still is, the convention 
scene. I would interact with hundreds of people at con-
ventions and hand out business cards or even just try to 
get people to come check out the shops I was working in. 

One thing that has totally changed from the days before 
Instagram is that you no longer have to adopt a “whatever 
walks in the door” mentality. That mentality served me 

important is Instagram in promoting your own 
practice? Are there any other methods that you use 
to reach new audiences? 
Instagram is making tattoo artists famous. Whether you 
love or hate social media that’s the truth. It’s foolish, in 
my opinion, to disregard social media as an artist. It’s the 
best way to get your work in front of as many eyes as pos-
sible and it makes it possible to find an audience for ex-
actly what you want to tattoo.

With Instagram you can show your work to thousands 
of people all over the world. You can also check out the 
best artists in the world and see what they are up to on 
a daily basis. Your future clients also have a direct line 
to you. To excel in social media I found that I needed to 
skill stack. I’ve had to learn about social media marketing 
techniques and the strategies needed to adjust to the ar-
bitrary algorithm changes. Having to learn about photog-
raphy techniques has been pretty fun too. It sounds cliché 
but it’s a second job.

The negatives of social media are pretty apparent. I 
constantly find myself comparing my work to other peo-
ple or freaking out about low engagement rates. It’s hard 
to not get addicted to it when you have to use it almost 
daily to interact with clients. Sometimes I have to be 
mindful of its effects and realise that it’s a great tool but 
can really mess with your head if you let it.
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well early in my career as I was forced to do styles I was 
unfamiliar with but now you can really zone in on an au-
dience that wants exactly what you offer.

How can you see your tattooing practice developing?
Right now I’m just focusing on developing my whip shad-
ing techniques and seeing what I can add to that. Any-
time I do a tattoo now I try and experiment with direc-
tional shading or try to lay down flatter tones while still 
keeping the pepper shade texture. The overall goal here 
is to blend realism and illustration in a more congruent 
and interesting way.

For bigger pieces I’m trying to be more mindful of com-
positional flow and using the clients anatomy to its full-
est. Having a lot of the clients skin tone show through the 
tattoo is something I’m trying to play around with as well. 
I find that solid black areas look best when contrasted 
against bare or very lightly shaded skin.

Aside from tattoo techniques I will be focussing more 
on my social media presentation and photography com-
position. It may seem trivial but my clientele grows and 
my opportunities to tattoo increase with the more energy 
and care that I put into how I show my tattoos.

What have you got planned for the future?
I never really try to plan for the future; I’m more of a sys-
tems oriented guy. Developing a good working system of 
how I plan out my days or how I plan on meeting weekly 
benchmarks works better for me than attaching myself to 

a goal far off in the future. Any time I’ve set a goal and met 
it I’m always left with this “now what?” feeling and have 
to scramble to find something else to aim for. 

When I have opportunities to work with corporations 
or go and do a visiting tattoo gig I can just apply my sys-
tem and it usually ends up being a success with minimal 
stress. That being said I’m always open to more travelling 
and more conventions. Those are more for fun though; 
I enjoy meeting different clients and artists in different 
parts of the country or in other countries. I imagine I’ll 
keep educating myself on the marketing and business end 
of the tattoo industry and will be open to any opportuni-
ties that present themselves in that avenue.

 
What does tattooing mean to you? 
This is always a hard question to answer because tattooing 
has been in my life longer than it hasn’t. I first got intro-
duced to tattooing when I was fourteen, tried to get my first 
apprenticeship when I was seventeen and got my first gig 
when I was eighteen. The industry raised me essentially. It 
made me humble and taught me how to work and hustle. 

Any cool opportunity or salacious story I have has been 
gained through tattooing or meeting people through tat-
tooing. It is really tough to separate myself from it some-
times and I know for a fact I’ve annoyed the shit out of my 
civilian friends by bloviating about the industry.

Tattooing set me free and helped me build my life. I will 
always have nothing but gratitude for the fact that I am 
able to participate in it. �
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A D V E R T I S E M E N T

RETAIL THERAPY

HIGH DIVE APPAREL 
High Dive Apparel are a clothing 
brand born out of the necessity to do 
something more creative. High Dive 
have created a look that stands out in 
a world filled with clothing brands. 
With eye catching designs helping 
them gain popularity worldwide.Use 
code SKINDEEP for 15% Off!Check 
them out at: highdiveapparel.com
@High_dive_apparel

X MY LIFE MY TRUTH X
UK based positive lifestyle streetwear, 
with strong roots in tattoo culture and 
the alternative music scene. Keep a 
daily positive mental attitude, a real 
belief in what you do and in yourself 
and you can find your own truth. Be 
Yourself, stay positive, stay true. Use 
code SKIN_DEEP_MLMT for 15% off 
your first order. 
www.xmylifemytruthx.co.uk

 xmylifemytruthx 

ALTERNATIVE FINCH
This stunning resin wolf skull cameo 
choker, is decorated with beautiful 
pinky/purple Swarovski crystals and 
mini black wolf skulls.
www.numonday.com/shop/alterna-
tive-finch/

MISFITZ ALTERNATIVE WEAR 
For all your top quality pvc, latex and 
faux leather clothing. Visit the Misfitz 
Boutique 47 High St. South Nor-
manton, Derby’s DE55 2BP. Made to 
measure is our speciality. Vast range of 
styles available in all sizes on our web-
site www.misfitzalternativewear.com 

PIN-UP CLOTHING 
Alternative, heavy metal, rock and 
gothic clothing from Pinupclothing-
GB. Started in 2011 when Liverpool's 
#1 alternative club needed clothing 
customised for their sold out week-
end club nights. As seen at Skin Deep 
Manchester Tattoo Convention 
fashion show. Custom clothing and 
bespoke designs from the warped 
mind of pin-up owner, creator, de-
signer and #sinistergirl, Rachel.

New creations added to the site 
every month. Contact via: etsy.com/
shop/pinupclothinggb
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i thought that 
the best way to 
deal with that 
incessant gnawing 
of the needle was 
not to ignore it 
or try to distract 
myself from it, but 
to welcome it
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In a brand new series, Wayne Simmons talks with tattooed people 

who encourage a more holistic approach to living. This month he 

meets Buddhist pastor and meditation teacher, Josh Korda
dharmapunxnyc.com • Podcast: dharmapunxnyc.podbean.com •  @dharmapunxnyc

My first experience of mindfulness was while 
getting tattooed. 

Sure, it’s okay if you’re just sitting for an 
hour or so, grabbing yourself an old school 

banger or bit of flash – you’ll have experienced much 
worse at the dentist, I always tell people. Just ride it out. 
But if you’re thinking of an all-dayer, a bigger piece like 
the chest or the back or a whole sleeve, you’re going to 
need something more than a bottle of Lucozade and the 
occasional cigarette break to get you through. 

So, one day, I decided to try something different. Figur-
ing myself as something of a maverick, no doubt, I thought 
that the best way to deal with that incessant gnawing of 
the needle was not to ignore it or try to distract myself 
from it, but to welcome it. Sounds kinda wacky in a way 
- for some, maybe even a little masochistic. But for Bud-
dhist pastor and meditation teacher, Josh Korda, there’s 
maybe a scrap of truth to it.

“Yeah,” he laughs, “I meditate while getting tattooed. 
But I find it’s more painful when you’re trying to either 
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push away the pain or focus on it completely.” 
Josh goes a little further, then, than I’ve gone, perhaps. 

To use Buddhist speak, he’s aiming for a ‘Middle Way’. 
“I try to keep my awareness as present and spacious as 

possible, neither avoiding the pain nor focusing entire-
ly on it,” he explains. “So, I'll feel the pain but also keep 
awareness on the sounds of the room, not just the tattoo 
machine. And I’ll be aware of the sights and any addition-
al body sensations I’m feeling.” 

Josh isn’t your average Buddhist teacher. He’s got tat-
toos, for a start, and lots of them. He doesn’t wear robes, 
doesn’t work out of a monastery or a traditional Dharma 
Centre, instead running his own show, Dharma Punx 
NYC, out of a community centre in Brooklyn. He’s loosely 
part of a movement known as Secular Buddhism although 
he does respect the more traditional forms as well. 

“Secular buddhism has always been my practice, 
though” he tells me. “I never read the dharma as divi-
nations of a religious figure, but rather insights into the 
workings of the mind by a great psychologist. Since child-
hood I've always been an atheist, which is another reason 
why Buddhism is so appealing, as it posits no meaningful 
role for 'gods' or 'god' in human growth and healing.”

For Josh, psychology and the aforementioned dharma 
- a word used to describe the teachings of the Buddha - 
go hand in hand. In a way, this is kind of the product of 
his upbringing. While his father found Buddhism dur-
ing Josh’s youth, his mother was on her own journey, the 
house soon coming down with as many of her psychol-
ogy books as it had Buddhist books belonging to his dad. 

“So I never considered the traditions to be disparate, but 
rather practices offering convergent insights into the hu-
man psyche,” Josh goes on to say. “The Buddha and Freud 
saw the human mind as a complex structure with vital, 
influential constituents operating outside the purview of 
rational thought - sometimes referred to as 'the ego'.”

But there was a darker side to his childhood, too, one 
which perhaps shaped his thinking and how he does 
things as much as the books he was reading. Before find-
ing religion, so to speak, Josh’s father was an alcoholic 
and he talks of how he, himself, became addicted to al-
cohol and drugs in later life. “My teaching has always 
been influenced by the countless 12 step meetings I've 
attended over my 24 years of ongoing sobriety. I love and 
thrive on that kind of honesty and authenticity; nothing 
bores me more than hearing people give talks on spiritual 
growth while failing to disclose their own pertinent life 
experiences and challenges.” 

In contrast, Josh is very open about the challenges he 
has been met with throughout life, making such an inte-
gral part of his teaching. 

“Disclosing in dharma talks my own childhood trau-
mas, history with addiction and anxiety is vital, as it de-

i try to keep my awareness as 
present and spacious as possible, 
neither avoiding the pain nor 
focusing entirely on it
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mythologizes the false persona of the 'guru' who has tran-
scended universal human emotions, living in a detached 
state of unending tranquillity,” he explains. “When spir-
itual figures don't divulge their own struggles they do a 
great disservice to those they guide - practitioners often 
project delusional, grandiose fantasies onto the teacher, 
which harm the practitioner's self-worth (‘That teacher 
looks so serene, I must be doing something wrong as I feel 
lonely and depressed.’)”

A similar approach appears within Josh’s writing. His 
2017 book, Unsubscribe: Opt Out of Delusion, Tune Into 
Truth, is a down-to-earth, no-nonsense/ no-woo explo-
ration of Buddhist principles and how to apply them to 
daily life, but there’s also the candidacy and transparen-
cy in there that Josh has become known for. “I included 
anything and everything that played a significant role 
in shaping my insights,” he tells me. “There's a chapter 
wherein I pretty much disclose all of my most embarrass-
ing secrets. The reception and reviews were very positive 
- at least what I've read and heard from readers.”

Of course, a big part of what Josh teaches involves 
mindfulness and meditation. It’s a staple of Buddhist 
practice the world over and an integral part of Josh’s 
weekly dharma meetings. A lot of people reading will no 
doubt have some misconceptions about what meditation 
is and what it is not. True to form, Josh has his own style 
of teaching meditation, an approach more about sub-
stance than style. “Many labour under the false idea that 
meditation is about sitting rigidly still with legs crossed 
on a cushion, trying to empty the mind and achieve an 

emotionally vacant state of detachment. Meditation 
takes countless forms, generally involving staying pre-
sent, rather than lost in thought about the past or pre-
sent, while one remains observant of one's internal ex-
perience. It can be practiced sitting in a chair, walking, 
lying down. You can yawn, shift positions if it’s painful, 
use peaceful visualisations or chant phrases or listen to 
sounds. You can keep your eyes open or closed.” 

The easiest way to start, Josh reckons, is to find a repu-
table website with guided meditations to follow - some-
thing like dharmaseed.org - or to download a free app, 
such as Insight Timer. “Personally, I'd recommend any 
guided meditations by Tara Brach or Ajahn Brahm.”

And what about those tattoos. For Josh, they’re part 
and parcel of his identity as a Buddhist, an outward ex-
pression, perhaps, of the internal work that has shaped 
his life. “Almost all of my work is related to Buddhist 
themes; in fact quite a lot I drew myself (pretty much all 
of my arms and some on my neck and torso) using Adobe 
Illustrator.” He’d then print his designs out and pass them 
to his tattoo artist friends. “I'm grateful to them for put-
ting up with my strange ideas,” he quips. When it comes to 
those he didn’t design himself, other friends such as Ryan 
Roi, Gene Coffey and Emma Griffiths did the legwork.

Being heavily tattooed certainly helps Josh stand out 
from the crowd within the mindfulness world, but not al-
ways in a good way. “I've received some strange looks and 
negative 'trolling' comments online,” he admits, “which 
frankly I find more amusing than off-putting.” 

In one way, the tattoos could be part of Josh’s identity 
as a teacher - being so transparent as to wear his very 
heart on his sleeve, if you like. In another way, it could 
just be a case of him fucking with people in the way that 
us heavily tattooed folks like to do every now and then. 

“On occasion, practitioners will say something like, ‘when 
I first saw all the tattoos I thought you'd talk like a tough 
street character, but instead you sound like a psychologist 
giving a talk on ways to heal from painful experiences.’ 

“I do like subverting expectations.” � 

almost all of my work is 
related to buddhist themes; 
in fact quite a lot i drew myself 
using adobe illustrator
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Tattoos are existing symbiotically with us, in the cells create to protect us. 
Scientists are continually doing research to learn why tattoos are able to exist 
within our human bodies. Tattoo needles, made in various groupings, are 
pushed through the skin by small, precise machines, piercing through the 
epidermis at some 50 to 3000 times per minute, and distributing ink into 
the dermis, the deeper layer of skin housing our nerves and blood cells

SEAN HERMAN’S TRANSFORMATIVE TATTOO

Our nerves produce 
triggers, declaring 
that a break has oc-
curred. These trig-

gers tell our immune system to 
get to work, and attempt to fix 
the break has occurred on skin, 
creating inflammation. The 
pain is a signal of repair. Job-
specific cells (macrophages) 
rush to the triggered area and 
begin to consume the ink that 
has been pushed through the 
puncture wounds. What ink 
that is left is then soaked up by 
skin cells called fibroblasts. 

Much of the macrophages 
and fibroblasts are then trapped there, suspended in 
the dermis, in perpetuity. This suspension of the ink in 
the cells is why we see tattoos as they are, but the slow 
dispersion back into the body is why they appear to fade 
over time. Recently scientists have discovered that after 
a macrophage dies, the pigment is released, and a new 
macrophage is released, consuming the pigment. This 

process may explain the longev-
ity of tattoos.

As far back as humanity can 
be traced, tattooing was a part 
of our cultural experiences; yet 
those images were lost with the 
passing away of the skin they 
lived on. Tattoos’ rapid change 
due to our cellular breakdown 
demonstrates its true imperma-
nence and how short a lifetime 
truly is in history. The maxi-
mum life span for most tattoos 
is 70 years or so; aside from cas-
es like Otzi the Iceman, whose 
lifetime was ended around 3300 
BCE, yet his tattoos are seen 

preserved today. Most people will not have Otzi’s cryo-
genic fate, and those tattoos will be lost to time. Archeolo-
gists have learned that nearly all indigenous people, for a 
millennia, have practiced the craft of tattooing, making it 
one of the oldest practices in human history.

The stories of why civilisations have been tattooed 
are as varied as the cultures. In the Middle East mourn-

Human skin tattooed with 
figures of women, France, 
1880-1920. Credit- Science 
Museum, London. CC BY
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ers rubbed the ash from funeral pyres into self-inflicted 
wounds, thereby carrying a piece of the departed with 
them forever. Daniel Bouquet, a medical doctor in Cairo, 
wrote on the “medical tattooing” practices in Ancient 
Egypt. Describing the white and blue tattoo scars on 
female mummies found at the Deir el-Bahari site, he 
reveals, “they are not, in essence, ornament, but an es-
tablished treatment…” Henri de Tonti was a French ex-
plorer in the late 1600’s who wrote about his contact with 
natives from the Choctaw and Chickasaw tribes in the 
Louisiana colony, modern day Southern Louisiana, Mis-
sissippi, and Alabama. 

In 1702, at Old Mobile, he was chosen by Iberville as 
an ambassador to the Choctaw and Chickasaw tribes and 
conducted several negotiations. Here’s an interesting 

fact, de Tonti would later contract yellow fever and die 
at Old Mobile, which is right north of where I am sitting 
as I write this in Mobile, Alabama. Tattooing has always 
been a vital part of the essence of our area and it’s natives, 
which I discussed in my first “Transformative Tattoo” ar-
ticle 40 issues or so ago. Henri de Tonti said, “These orna-
ments or marks of honour are not printed without pain; for a 
start they draw the pattern on the skin; then, with a needle or 
a small well-sharpened bone, they prick to blood, following 
the pattern; after which, they rub on the pricked place with 
a powder of the colour asked by the one who gets that mark.” 

As our cultures evolve, so do the practices that are 
found within it. From Otzi to de Tonti, we can see that 
tattooing practices and purposes change as the culture 
grows, so could we then use the prehistory and history of 
tattooing to demonstrate how culture evolves like Dar-
win’s theory of natural selection? This is a controversial 
topic in anthropology, and it’s one that a man who was 

THIS SUSPENSION OF THE INK IN THE 
CELLS IS WHY WE SEE TATTOOS AS THEY 
ARE, BUT THE SLOW DISPERSION BACK 
INTO THE BODY IS WHY THEY APPEAR TO 
FADE OVER TIME

Tattoo Human Skin, Science Museum London
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also heavily tattooed in Mobile, Alabama is going to dig 
deeper to find out.

Last month I introduced you to my friend James D. 
Norris, or his artist alias, Mr. Dusty. Dusty is an experi-
mental archaeologist from Kent State University.  Re-
cently he spoke with gizmodo.com about the discovery 
of a 2000 year old wooden implement with black-tipped 
cactus spines that was found in a Washington storage 
closet. Andrew Gillreath-Brown, an anthropology Ph.D 
candidate from Washington State University discovered 
the tool. After testing and studying, scientists believe the 
tool to date back to the Ancestral Pueblo people of south-
east Utah, placing it’s origin to around 2000 years ago, 
during the Basketmaker II period. 

The tool measures at 3.5 inches (8.89 cm) and was made 
from a sumac tree stem, yucca leaf strips, and the sharp 
spines of a prickly pear cactus. The tips were stained in 
black, leading researchers to believe it to be a implement 
for tattooing. A study of the tool was done in the Journal 
of Archaeological Science, which states that it’s more 
than a thousand years older than other early evidence for 
tattooing in western North America. 

As I sat down to read the study, I came across an interest-
ing area: testing. The scientists created a replica of the tool 
to understand the morphology of the piece, as well as and 
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the ancient residues left in the original. The study then goes 
into detail about how they created the replica using the 
same materials indigenous to the area where it was found, 
including tree branches, cactus spines and Yucca leaves. 

Finally, they made black ink using wood charcoal, 
ground with a mortar and pestle, then mixed with water to 
create a fluid consistency. The testing of the tattoo device 
was done on pig skin. Anyone who has had to tattoo pig 
skin during an apprenticeship knows that it is nothing like 
tattooing a moving human being. So how can the findings 
truly be accurate, and is there any way to make this experi-
ment more accurate? Dusty has the answer: tattoo human 
flesh. Here, he will explain it better, along with his theories. 

“I haven’t tattooed in years, some days I miss it. I still 
get tattooed and will continue to collect them until the 
day I die. My research will allow me to tattoo again. How-
ever, it will be with stone tools, not an electric machine. 
Archaeology is trying to be a more quantitative science 
(Dunell, 1971; Clarke, 1968). A major aspect of this is 
experimental archaeology. We try and take prehistoric 
technology and figure out how it works based on scien-
tific experiments. 

Tattoo research is very popular right now among an-
thropologists. Many of the scientific experiments I 
wished to conduct have been done (St-Pierre, 2017, Ar-
cos, 2017; Kononenko et al., 2016; Deeter-Wolf & Peres, 
2013). The medium of choice is pig skin, according to re-
search (Debeer et al., 2013; Summerfield et al., 2015) it is 
the closest to human skin. I must say tattooing pig skin is 
not fun. I have done it twice now, and I just don’t enjoy it. 
There is something about tattooing an inanimate object 
that just doesn’t feel right. After many hoops and ladders, 
I think I will be the first scientist to use human skin as my 
medium. Aaron Deeter-Wolf, an archaeologist, has rec-
reated Otzi’s wrists tattoos on himself and published an 

ARCHEOLOGISTS HAVE LEARNED THAT 
NEARLY ALL INDIGENOUS PEOPLE, FOR A 
MILLENNIA, HAVE PRACTICED THE CRAFT 
OF TATTOOING
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article, however, he did not have any volunteers (that 
I am aware of ). I think having a background in tat-
tooing will aid in the experiments. I have successfully 
recreated lines and dots on myself using a stone tool.

I would also like to use the prehistory and history 
of tattooing to demonstrate how culture evolves like 
Darwin’s theory of natural selection. Culture evolu-
tion, unlike tattooing, is a bit controversial in anthro-
pology (Trigger, 1989; Henrich, 2008). With every 
good idea comes someone who will use it for nega-
tivity. Just like tattooing, or really anything. It seems 
to be a part of some humans’ nature to ruin a good 
thing. It was not long after Darwin’s theory of evolu-
tion led to others using it for social gain (i.e., Social 
Darwinism) which led to eugenics. 

One could easily see how culture could be used to 
show different “stages” of evolution (Morgan, 1877). 
There are no stages of evolution, evolutionary suc-
cess is based upon fitness. In other words, organisms 
that have been here the longest. Humans are not one 
of those organisms. Our evolutionary success if infe-
rior compared to most life. There is no goal in evo-
lution. Humans construed Darwin’s theory for their 
own agendas. However, another attempt at cultural 
evolution in the late 80s and early 90s would come up 
short despite its efforts. Even before I came to Kent 
State, I had people tell me watch out, that guy be-
lieves in cultural evolution. With closer examination 
and the works of Stephen Lycett, Alex Mesoudi, Met-

FROM OTZI TO DE TONTI, WE CAN SEE THAT 
TATTOOING PRACTICES AND PURPOSES 
CHANGE AS THE CULTURE GROWS…

en Erin, Kevin Laland and many more, we can now see how 
culture does evolve. It is funny how we are afraid of the un-
known – like how many who have had tattoos now for longer 
than ten years have experienced backlash from society. 

Could the influence of early Christianity still be hindering 
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opinion of tattoos and those who wear them? Maybe. It 
is strange how quickly people forget that Jesus came to 
establish a new law – hints a reason to get rid of the old 
Levitical law, where it states, “You shall not make any cut-
tings in your flesh for the dead, nor tattoo any marks on 
you: I am the Lord” (19:28). However, the word tattoo did 
not arrive into the English language until Captain Cook 
returned from Tahiti towards the end of 18th century. For 
most this is the beginning of tattooing within the modern 
world, which is not true. There are several ethnographic 
accounts of early American explorers being tattooed by 
the true first Americans (Wallace, 2013; Hambly, 1925). 
Tattooing might have also played a role with alchemists 
(Caplan, 2000). 

There was also tradition among early Christians to bear 
the mark of Christ, which was a tattoo. This tradition 
could have started because of Paul stating in Galatians 
6:17, “From now on let no one cause me trouble, for I bear 
on my body the marks of Jesus.” There are numerous ac-
counts of those traveling to the holy land being tattooed 
to commemorate their pilgrimage. It is strange how big 
a role tattooing played in religious culture, but it goes to 
show how big tattooing really is. The history of tattoo-
ing runs deep and could be as old has humanity. Tattoos 
were worn with pride and honour. They distinguished the 
beautiful and were fit for royalty. Tattooing experienced 
convergent evolution (i.e., independently appeared in 
different locations at the same or different times) (Nor-
ris et al., 2019, Eren & Buchanan, 2018) and through each 
generation of tattooers and tattooed has changed, from 
the beginning until now. Images have gone from geomet-
rical lines and dots to imagery. 

Some continue to tattoo geometric patterns passed 

from generation to generation, while other societies 
showed a different side of artistic talent. These images 
meaning have changed as well as why people wear them. 
It has changed in our lifetime and could change again. 
Tattooing will continue to change, because it is very much 
apart of culture and culture changes (evolves). However, 
we must remember it is new to our modern culture.”

Next month we will wrap up this interesting discussion 
with Dusty, delving further into how the history of tattoo-
ing ties into cultural evolutionary theory. We will explore 
concepts of how that evolution occurs, the effects that it has 
on its participants, and the claims of “ownership” made in 
regards to the craft of tattooing.  Don’t miss it! �

THERE IS SOMETHING ABOUT TATTOOING AN INANIMATE OBJECT THAT JUST DOESN’T FEEL RIGHT
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IMAGES: Kamila Burzymowska

Scenes from
NEEDLE ART
CONVENTION
We haven’t been out to a show in the Netherlands 

for what seems like an eternity—we figured we had 
best rectify that by getting out to the longest run-
ning show over there to see what the lay of the land 

was like during their 20th edition (20!) and as you can see… it’s 
looking pretty damn healthy. 

Next year, the show dates are 29-31 May. If you want to put in 
a request to work it, you can get in touch here: info@needle-art-
convention.com—meanwhile, we’re going to content ourselves 
with letting the pictures do the talking…

Excellent show! 
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Charlotte Deakin
Charlotte Deakin

Darrell Hobbs

Aaron Cooper



Jon Potter

Courtney Young

Charlotte Deakin

Glyn Rowell
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Pete Wakefield



Mark Hookway-Jones

Katy Sarsfield
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Lewis Wynnyk

Jon Potter
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Paul Rogers

Mr White Snake

Mark Hookway-Jones



Roberto Poliri

nofac

Roberto Poliri
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Pete Wakefield



Roberto Poliri

Scott Don

Scott Don
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Shaun Von Sleaze
Vicky Brown

Vicky Brown

Shaun Von Sleaze
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studio listings

If you would like to be listed in the Skin Shots directory, contact 
Sarah on 01244 886029 or email  sarah@skindeep.co.uk 

Full  details available on www.skindeep.co.uk/advertising

S C O T L A N D

Blue Box - Dunfermline
Tel: 01383736829 | 07837 902352

bushman Ink - Whitburn
Tel: 01501 228086     Bushman Ink 

Tattoo &  Piercing Studio

Creation Tattoo - Dunfermline
Tel: 01383 622912

www.creationtattoo.co.uk   

The Ink Minx - Montrose
Tel: 01674 678989

 Ink Minx Tattoos    
 

TJ's Tattoo Studio - Kilmarnock
Tel: 01563 551599    
www.tjs-studio.co.uk

Dark Angel Tattoo Studio - Belfast
Tel: 0289 022 0750   

www.darkangeltattoos.com

Jack's Tattoos - Portadown
Tel: 0283 839 8790

 Jackstattoos Portadown

Joker Tattoo Studio - Belfast
Tel: 02890 314 280  &  07803 628967     

www.jokertattoo.co.uk   

E I R E

 

Nine Lives - Bray
Tel: 00353 1276 1592  NINELivesTattoo 

N O R T H  W E S T

INKDEN TATTOO STUDIO—BLACKPOOL
Tel: 07851366835 

HELLO SAILOR—BLACKPOOL
Tel: 01253 752032 

http://hello-sailor.org/

Skin Graffiti • Wigan
 01942 826553 

 www.skingraffititattoos.co.uk

Mad Tatter Designs - Manchester
Tel: 07803 525321    

 Mad Tatter Designs

Naughty Needles - Bolton
Tel: 01204 493529   

www.naughtyneedles.co.uk

Skin Fantasy - Burnley
Tel: 01282 424566   

www.skinfantasyburnley.co.uk

N O R T H  E A S T

2001 AD Tattoo Studio - Leeds
Tel: 0113 240 3412  

www.2001adtattoodesign.com

ADDICTION TATTOO AND PIERCING – BANGOR

Tattoos by Rebekah, Piercings by Greg
10a Quay Street, Bangor, County Down, BT20 5ED

Tel: 07769 532 606 
Email:  addictiontattooBANGOR@GMAIL.COM

addictiontattoobangor
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Black Label Tattoo Studio
21-23 BRIDGE STREET • LOCKWOOD
HUDDERSFIELD Tel : 01484 306201

Gothika Tattoos - Redcar
Tel: 01642498572   
 Gothika TattooRedcar

Ian Petrie Tattoo Artist  
Tel: 01652 651700

www.tattooartistsscunthorpe.co.uk

Paradise Tattoos & Body Art Studio 
Ltd - Halifax    Tel: 01422 300920 

 Paradise 2 Tattoo Studio

Second 2 None - Rotherham 
Tel: 01709 380069  &  07879 268745

 Simon Secondtonone Grayson

Talisman Tattoo Art  Studio - York
Tel: 01904 636462    
 Talisman Tattoostudio

Tat2 Station - Newcastle-Upon-Tyne
Tel: 0191 232 8491   

www.tattoostation.co.uk

Valonia Tattoos - South Shields
Tel: 07794 045917   
www.valoniatattoos.co.uk

W A L E S

Lasting Impressions Tattoo Studio 
- Pontypool   

 Tel: 07783 608782  &  01495  751337

Living Colour - Cwmbran
Tel: 01633 867676
 Living Colour Tattoo

Physical Graffiti - Cardiff
Tel: 0292 048 1428    

www.phyicalgraffiti.co.uk

Pleasure or Pain Productions - Aberdare
Tel: 01685 875252   

www.pleasureorpainproductions.co.uk

Tribal Dragon Tattoo Studio - 
aberaeron   Tel: 01545 571140

 Tribal Dragon tattoo studio

Wrexham Ink - Wrexham
Tel: 01978 290876   
www.wrexhamink.com

W E S T  M I D L A N D S

Big Wills Tattoos TEL: 01543898766
@ BIGWILLSTATTOOSTUDIO

WWW.BIGWILLSTATTOOS.CO.UK

Dermagraffix - Halesowen
Tel: 0121 585 7690  

SKINZ TATTOO STUDIO — LEEDS

Tattoos by Mr Lee. Piercing & Laser Removal by Emma. Station Buildings, 
318-322 Stanningley Road, BRAMLEY, Leeds, LS13 3EG
Tel: 0113 204 7848  info@leedstattoostudio.com

@SkinzStudio @skinztattoostudio

www.leedstattoostudio.com

SOTA CUSTOM TATTOO — LLANTWIT MAJOR

Tattoos by Matt Faulkner
1A Barons Close House, East Street, Llantwit Major,

Vale of Glamorgan, CF61 1XY
Tel: 01446 795785   sotatattoo@yahoo.co.uk   SOTA Tattoo Co.

www.sota-ink.co.uk

PURPLE MOON TATTOOS — CONNAHS QUAY

Tattoos by Mick & Luke
78 HIGH STREET, CONNAHS QUAY, CH5 4DD

Tel: 07756 808884
purplemoontattoos@outlook.com

 purplemoontattooshotton



Mwilx Tattoos - Telford
tel: 01952 587841 

www.bossink.co.uk

Native Elements Art & Tattoo Studio
Coventry

Tel: 0771 256 5729  

Opulent Ink - Wolverhampton
Tel: 01902 424834

www.opulentink.com

Jonny Saunders 
@Jonnysaunders8 

www.jonnysaunders.com

Rendition - Nuneaton
Tel: 02476 325656

 Point Made Tattoo-Studio Nuneaton

Scottatattoo - Worcester
Tel: 01905 748818   

www.scottatattoo.com

Tattoos by Tony - Birmingham
Tel: 0121 477 5995   

www.tattoosbytony.co.uk

Tribal Images Tattoo Studios - Hanley 
Tel: 01782 268691   

www.tribalimages.co.uk

S O U T H  W E S T

Dr Feelgood's Tattoo Studio - Poole
Tel: 01202 674838   
www.drfeelgoods.co.uk

LUCKY CHARLIE TATTOOS, RANDWICK
Tel: 07725 893895   
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ALL 1 TRIBE—LEICESTERSHIRE

All 1 Tribe, 6 Adam & Eve Street, Market Harborough LE16 7LT
01858 434241  all1tribetattoos@gmail.com

Tattoos by Leigh. Piercings by Lou   All 1 Tribe

www.all1tribe.co.uk

TATTOOS BY TOMO—SMETHWICK

Tattooing & piercing by Tomo, Steve 
& Rob. Laser removal available

107 Three Shires Oak Road, 
Smethwick, West Midlands, B67 5BT

Tel: 0121 429 1566   
tattoosbytomo@live.co.uk
www.tattoosbytomo.com

PULSE TATTOO & PIERCING—NORTHAMPTON

Tattoos by Andy X Edge, Simon Walden & Niall Barton.
Piercings by Charlii, James & Alana, 12 & 15 St Peters Walk, Northampton, NN1 1PT  

Tel: 01604 627228   pulsetattoo@outlook.com
 pulsetattooandpiercing    pulsetattooandpiercing

www.pulse-tattoo.co.uk

MY TRUE COLOUR—DERBY

Tattoos by Karl Ormond,  
Den Tattooist, Heather Griffin

Piercing by Mr. Parris
155 Uttoxeter New Road, Derby, DE22 3NP 

Tel: 01332 492059
info@mtcstudio.co.uk

  mytruecolourtattoostudio

MAD TATTERS TATTOO & PIERCING

Mad Tatters Tattoo & Piercing Studio, 28b Market Street, Wellingborough NN8 1AT
01933 805413  madtatters110@gmail.com   Aritists - Thor, Nat & Leigh-an

 
Mad Tatters Tattoo and Piercing

BIG WILLS TATTOO STUDIO—LICHFIELD

Big Wills Tattoo Studio, 15 Eastern Avenue 
Trent Valley Shops, Lichfield, WS13 6TE • Tel: 01543 898766

craig@bigwillstattoos.co.uk
big wills tattoo studio bigwillstattoos

www.bigwillstattoos.co.uk
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TWO MAGPIES TATTOO STUDIO - GLOUCESTER
WWW.TWOMAGPIESTATTOO.COM 

TWOMAGPIESTATTOO@GMAIL.COM

The Ink Captain's Tattorium - Exeter
Tel:  (01392) 200111   

www.inkcaptain.com

S O U T H  E A S T

Andy Barber's New Rose Tattoo Studio 
- New Malden, Surrey   

www.andybarberstattoostudio.co.uk

Black Skull Tattoos • HAMMERSMITH, LONDON 
Tel: 02036 433836 

Inklectic Tattoo, London
Tel: 02073 544888   

Ink Fact - Hackney, London
Tel: 02085 333334   
www.inkfacttattoo.com

 

Inkspirationz
110 Ruislip Road • UB6 9QH Greenford
020 8575 5280 • inkspirationz.co.uk

MARLOW TATTOO LOUNGE
Tel: 01628 473979

 MARLOWTATTOOLOUNGE

 

@deadmanstatts
deadmanstatts.co.uk • 01303254958

Mettle Nettle Tattoo and Piercing 
studio Tel: 01245600133

www.jeffwharnsby.co.uk 

Ouch Tattoos - Essex, Tel: 01992 711917   
www.ouchtattoostudio.co.uk

Old London Road Tattoos - Kingston 
upon Thames  Tel: 0208 549 4705
www.oldlondonroad.co.uk 

Pain Divine - Croydon
Tel: 0208 686 6136   
www.paindivine.co.uk

Phoenix Rising - Chesham
Tel: 01494 792392   

www.phoenixrisingtattooshop.com

Dor Stocker Tattoos - Bexleyheath
Tel: 02083030198  

 www.dorstockertattoos.com

Diamond Jacks Tattoo Co - London
Tel: 0207 437 0605   

www.diamondjacks.co.uk

scarred for life tattoo STUDIO 
Crate 9, 15 Oakwood Hill Industrial Estate

Loughton • IG10 3TZ • 020 3488 3228

FireFly Tattoo Company - East Sussex   
Tel: 01323847434

www.fireflytattoo.co.uk   

SMOKING GUNS TATTOO STUDIO

Smoking Guns Tattoo Studio, 2 Horsemarket, Kettering NN16 0DG  01536 601235
smokingguns110@gmail.com  Aritsts - Mark V, Mcilvenny, Abbie & Billy

 
Smoking Guns Tattoo Studio

STUDIO 69 TATTOO & PIERCING—LONDON

Tattoos by Desmond Byrne, Stefan Kyriacou & Nico Lanio
 Piercings by Ruth & Alex

Laser tattoo removal also available  Tel: 0208 531 4947
6 Chingford Rd, Walthamstow, London, E17 4PJ •   Studio 69 Tattoo and Piercing 

 
www.studio69tattoo-piercing.co.uk

HAPPY SAILOR TATTOOS—SHOREDITCH

Tattoos by - Tota, James & TOBY
Piercings by Tota, manager: shane

17 Hackney Road, Shoreditch  
London, E2 7NX  Tel: 020 7033 9222 

 happy sailor tattoo
www.happysailortattoo.com 

NUTZ TATTOO & PIERCING STUDIO—WARE

Tattoos by Nutz & Jackie. Piercing 
by Jackie  Tel: 01920 469721

27 Church Street, ware, 
hertfordshire, sg12 9eh

www.nutztattoo.com
 nutz tattoo



Paradiso Custom Tattoo & Piercing
LONDON TEL: 07952 633736

paradisocustomtattoo/

Tattoo Studio 149 - London 
Tel: 020 8544 0304  

tattoo studio 149

Woody's Tattoo Studio - High Wycombe
Tel: 01494 464023   

www.woodystattoostudio.com

Sammy Kent • Point 2 Point 
13 Pier Road, Erith, Kent DA8 1TA 

01322 341011 • @startattooist 

Underground Tattoos & Piercing - Watford
Tel: 01923 288447   

www.undergroundtattoos.co.uk

E A S T

The Ink Room Tattoo Studio 
WICKHAM MARKET • tel: 01728748125   

www.theinkroomtattoostudio.co.uk

Vivamorta • Art by Steph Finnola Reed
Vivamorta • Abrakadavra Tattoo 

Studio Ipswich
vivamortataxidermy@gmail.com

Devaney Tattoos • Leighanne Devaney
01362693333 • Www.devaneytattoos.co.uk

Devaney Tattoos • Devaney_Tattoos

P I E R C I N G  &  O T H E R

Jenny Clarke Design • Tel: 01509 264 110
www.jennyclarkedesign.com
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WANDERLUST TATTOOS—CROYDON

Tel: 02034905978  
www.wanderlusttattoo.co.uk

CHOOSE YOUR WEAPON

The UK’s favourite 

tattoo magazine 

is available on iPad, 

iPhone and Android 

devices

Skin Deep is available on iPad, iPhone, 
Kindle Fire and a mix of other Android devices.*

* To see if your Android device is compatible with the app, download the free issue.

www.skindeep.co.uk

TRUE WILL TATTOOS—DORKING

True Will Tattoos
5-6 Beare Green Court

Old Horsham road, Beare green
Rh54sl 07896 298833

Tattooing by Dee, Sophie and Rosie. 
Piercing by Gemma. Tues-sat 10-5
And we are an all female studio
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T A T T O O  O F  T H E  M O N T H

by Ellis Arch

Tattoos based on animals are huge in the tattooing world to-
day—more so than they’ve ever been perhaps. It makes sense. 

All the hard work has been done for you by Gods/Evolution 

(delete as applicable) and what you’re left with are perfect 

creatures we all recognise. 

The trick then, unless you’re working in realism, is how to 

get some kind of emotion in there so that it comes alive on 

the skin. You don’t want to leave it stranded and two dimen-

sional that’s for sure—that’s low level stuff.

…and this here cow kicks ass because it got all of those things 

above bang on the money. There’s an awful lot of work going on 

here too: the bells, the flowers, the foliage, but at no point does 

any of it detract from the eye going straight into figuring out 

that it’s a cow with feelings—it looks at peace and sometimes 

a peaceful cow is just what you need to wrap up another issue. 

For what it’s worth—and it’s worth a lot—the placement is 

great for such a design. You should never be thinking about 

getting a design like this into a small space. It just doesn’t 

make any sense and though it seems to be something not 

enough people care about any more, it can make all the dif-

ference between good and wonderful. 

Love it. 

We have more from Ellis next issue.

 ellisarchtattoo • linktr.ee/ellisarchtattoo
ellisarchtattoo@gmail.com •  paintedladytattooparlour
paintedladytattooparlour.com






